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Efficient Computation in the Brain

Abstract
It has been long proposed that the brain should perform computation efficiently to increase the fitness of the
organism. However, the validity of this prominent hypothesis remains debated. In this thesis, I investigate how
this idea of efficient computation can guide us to understand the operational regimes underlying various
cognitive functions, in particular perception and spatial cognition. In the first study, I demonstrate that such
idea leads to a well-constrained yet powerful model framework for human perceptual behaviors by assuming
the system is efficient both in term of encoding and decoding. This framework, when applying to human
visual perception, explains many reported perceptual biases, including the repulsive biases away from prior
peak, which are counter-intuitive according to the traditional Bayesian view. This framework also offers a
principle way to address the common criticisms of Bayesian models in perception, which argue that Bayesian
models are lack of constraints. In the second study, I demonstrate that the idea of efficiency, coupled with a
few assumptions, allows us to make quantitative predictions on the functional architecture of the grid cell
system in rodents. One such prediction is that the spatial scales of grid modules should follow a geometric
progression, importantly, with the scaling factor to be close to the square root of transcendental number e
~1.6. Such zero-parameter predictions closely match the data reported in recent neurophysiological
experiments. The theory also makes several other predictions, some of which have been confirmed by the
data. This study suggests that achieving efficiency computation may also apply to neural circuits involving a
high-level cognition, i.e. representation of space. In the third study, I analytically derive a generic connection
between mutual information and Fisher information. This clarifies an important theoretical issue which has
been misunderstood in previous neural coding literature. Additionally, it provides some powerful signatures of
the Efficient coding hypothesis, which could guide future experimental tests. Together, the results presented
in this thesis suggest that achieving efficient computation serves as a basic design principle which generalizes
across neural systems processing low-level and high-level cognitive functions.
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ABSTRACT

EFFICIENT COMPUTATION IN THE BRAIN

Xue-Xin Wei

Alan Stocker

Vijay Balasubramanian

It has been long proposed that the brain should perform computation efficiently

to increase the fitness of the organism. However, the validity of this prominent

hypothesis remains debated. In this thesis, I investigate how this idea of efficient

computation can guide us to understand the operational regimes underlying vari-

ous cognitive functions, in particular perception and spatial cognition. In the first

study, I demonstrate that such idea leads to a well-constrained yet powerful model

framework for human perceptual behaviors by assuming the system is efficient both

in term of encoding and decoding. This framework, when applying to human visual

perception, explains many reported perceptual biases, including the repulsive bi-

ases away from prior peak, which are counter-intuitive according to the traditional

Bayesian view. This framework also offers a principle way to address the common

criticisms of Bayesian models in perception, which argue that Bayesian models are

lack of constraints. In the second study, I demonstrate that the idea of efficiency,

coupled with a few assumptions, allows us to make quantitative predictions on the

functional architecture of the grid cell system in rodents. One such prediction is
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that the spatial scales of grid modules should follow a geometric progression, im-

portantly, with the scaling factor to be close to the square root of transcendental

number e ∼ 1.6. Such zero-parameter predictions closely match the data reported

in recent neurophysiological experiments. The theory also makes several other pre-

dictions, some of which have been confirmed by the data. This study suggests that

achieving efficiency computation may also apply to neural circuits involving a high-

level cognition, i.e. representation of space. In the third study, I analytically derive

a generic connection between mutual information and Fisher information. This

clarifies an important theoretical issue which has been misunderstood in previous

neural coding literature. Additionally, it provides some powerful signatures of the

Efficient coding hypothesis, which could guide future experimental tests. Together,

the results presented in this thesis suggest that achieving efficient computation

serves as a basic design principle which generalizes across neural systems processing

low-level and high-level cognitive functions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The human brain is a complex system which has attracted much endeavor to under-

stand how it works. The scientific investigations have traditionally been dominated

by the experimental approach, e.g. experimental psychology and neuroscience. In

such experiments, one typically manipulates a single variable at a time. By observ-

ing how the target variable changes, one could potentially obtain some understand-

ing about the underlying process. Although a great deal of the knowledge about the

brain has been accumulated by this approach, one limitation is that it falls short

when dealing with the huge dimensionality of the underlying parameter space, and

when facing the complexity of computational machinery in the brain.

Starting from mid-20th century, scientists have gradually realized that, to un-

derstand the computations which gives rise to the various kinds of functions of the

brain, one would need to rely on the language of mathematics and physics. The
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use of mathematics and physics has many advantages and I shall only list a few

of them. First, such language makes it possible to precisely describing the process

of information processing in the neural systems. Second, one may gain some fur-

ther insights of such process by analytical investigations based on the formulated

mathematical model. Such insights, including these which may first appear to be

counter-intuitive, are otherwise difficult to obtain by, e.g. reasoning via human

language. Third, it could generate quantitative predictions to guide further exper-

imental investigation, and increase the chance of observing interesting phenomena.

The use of mathematics in neuroscience has already enjoyed some remarkable suc-

cess back to several decades ago, such as the landmark results of Hodgkin-Huxley

equations[93].

The approach of studying the brain by exploiting knowledge from mathematics

and physics have now lead to the field of computational neuroscience [48]. Now there

seems to be an increasing agreement in term of that coupling the computational

approach with experimental approach offers the best promise to understand the

brain. Most existing work in the field of computational neuroscience deals with

computational models, which partly follows the tradition and style of the seminal

work of Hodgkin-Huxley equations [93]. Arguably, only a small portion of the

field deals with theories of the neural processing. Although the distinction between

theory and model is often considered to be fuzzy, I believe that the difference is real.

As articulated nicely by Charles Stevens, one key distinction between the theory

2



and model is that “(...) models describe a particular phenomenon or process, and

theories deal with a larger range of issues and identify general organizing principles”

[166]. While computational models are useful in providing quantitative descriptions

of the underlying biological process, they only shed limited general insight into the

designing principles of the brain. Overall, the computational modeling approach

often addressed the “how” question. However, a more comprehensive understanding

of the brain also requires asking the “why” question, which is typically the main

focus of theories in neuroscience.

Theories in neuroscience, although so far less well developed, have nonetheless

helped advanced our understanding of the brain in many ways. Notably, there

have been two lines of theoretical investigations which have substantial impact on

understanding of functions the brain, particularly perception. The first line of

theories promotes the idea of treating perception and cognitive functions in general

as an inference process, more specifically Bayesian inference(e.g. [103]). This route

could be traced back at least to Helmholtz (1866) [90]. In another line, neural

computation is formulated as a process of representing, recoding, and transmitting

information. Specifically, the Efficient Coding hypothesis by Attneave (1954) and

Barlow(1961) [10, 4] has sparkled a lot of following up investigations on early sensory

processing.

The research presented in the thesis is mainly driven by the theoretical approach.

The power of a good theory lies in its ability to explain various sets of data which

3



otherwise appear to be unrelated, and the ability to predict what would be observed

in different situations. To this end, I have tried to test the developed theories using a

wide range of data, ranging from psychophysical measurements of human behaviors

to the neurophysiological measurements of neural populations in rodents.

1.1 Main hypothesis

The main hypothesis pursued in this thesis is that the brain performs computations

efficiently.

Various considerations jointly point to the concept that the computation in the

brain should be efficient (e.g. [113, 35, 112, 16, 116]). First of all, the computations

performed in the brain is costly in terms of energy. One remarkable observation is

that the brain, which typically consists 2% of the mass of the body, consumes 20%

of the resting metabolic energy [35]. Every spike and every synaptic event in the

brain requires energy [112, 116]. Second, consider the large variety of tasks which

the human brain can perform. These range from perception, navigation, identifying

objects, finding partners to solving math problems and thinking, writing. This is

particularly remarkable given the size and the limited amount of possible energy

consumption of the brain[112, 116]. To complete these various tasks successfully, the

brain has to somehow use the available information and energy efficiently. Third,

the survival pressure in evolution would tend to push the computations in the brain

to a more efficient regime in order to increase fitness. Putting together, the survival

4



pressure and limited resource (e.g. energy constraint, information constraint) faced

by the brain may have pushed the neural system toward the regime of being efficient

during evolution.

Historically, the concept of efficiency has played an important rule in formulat-

ing theories of the brain computation. To appreciate this, let us briefly examine

these two influential lines of theories mentioned above. In the case of treating per-

ception as Bayesian inference, it could be seen as a result of coupling efficiency with

statistical estimation theory. While there are many possible ways of doing statis-

tical inference, the Bayesian inference representing the most efficient one. When

efficiency is coupled with Information theory [153], the Efficient Coding hypothesis

emerges [10, 4]. The appearance of the same concept in these two major branch

of theories should not be considered as surprising, given that efficiency provides a

fundamental, yet biologically well-grounded ingredient when formulating theories

of the brain computation.

In this thesis, building upon previous research, I test this main hypothesis in

both low-level and high-level cognitive functions of the brain, focusing on visual

perception and spatial navigation. I shall demonstrate that the idea that the brain

performs computation efficiently can explain a wide range of experimental obser-

vations, both in terms behavioral and neural measurements. Furthermore, it may

provides a promising way to bridge different levels of observations.

5



1.2 Structure of the thesis

In Chapter 1, I elaborate the concept of efficiency and why it may be relevant

for understanding the computations in the brain.

Chapter 2 aims to prepare the readers a minimal background for the materials

presented in the three following chapters, without thorough reviews of these top-

ics. In more details, it introduces i) two prominent hypothesis for understanding

perception, namely Efficient coding and Bayesian inference; ii) the basics of the

neurophysiological underpinning of spatial representation in rodent’s brain; iii) a

quick primer on Information-theoretic quantities, including the basic properties of

mutual information and Fisher information.

Chapter 3 develops a general framework for understanding perception. While

previous works on perception have either focus on the encoding or the decoding as-

pects, the presented framework integrates the idea of Efficient coding and Bayesian

decoding into a model of perceptual behaviors. I shall demonstrate that this frame-

work naturally accounts for various puzzling psychophysical observations reported

previously. The examples involved are from visual perception. This Chapter is

large part identical to a manuscript which has been submitted for consideration of

publication.

Chapter 4 applies the idea of Efficient coding to a high cognitive function, i.e.

neural coding of animal’s self-location during spatial navigation. Although previ-

ous investigations demonstrate that Efficient coding may serve as a fundamental

6



principle for understanding early sensory processing, however, it is largely unknown

whether such principle would also be relevant when studying high level cognitive

functions. In this chapter, I demonstrate that the notion of “efficiency”quantitatively

predicts the neurophysiologically observed functional architecture of the rodents’

grid cells, which form an representation of the space. This Chapter is large part

identical to a manuscript which has been submitted for consideration of publication.

In Chapter 5, I develop some analytically tools which clarifies the relationship

between mutual information and Fisher information - two widely used quantities

in neural coding. This important relationship has been misunderstood in previous

works. Furthermore, the results provide some powerful tests of Efficient coding for

future experiments. This Chapter is large part identical to a manuscript which has

been submitted for consideration of publication.

The final Chapter summarizes the contribution of the thesis, discusses open

questions and future directions which are likely to be fruitful.

Related publications and presentations

The work in Chapter 3 was conducted jointly with Alan Stocker. Part of this

work was published in Neural Information Processing System (NIPS, 2012) meeting

as a conference proceeding [184]. Part of this work was also presented in Compu-

tational and System Neuroscience meeting (CoSyNe, 2013) and Annual Meeting of

Vision Sciences (VSS, 2014) as a poster. This work was also presented orally in
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Models in Vision (Modvis, 2014) and Optical Society Vision meeting (2014). This

work won the best student poster award in VSS, 2014. This manuscript which has

been submitted for consideration of publication.

The work in Chapter 4 was conducted jointly with Jason Prentice and Vijay

Balasubramanian. Part of this work was presented in Computational and System

Neuroscience meeting (CoSyNe, 2013). A version of this work has appeared as a

format of preprint on arxiv [182]. This manuscript which has been submitted for

consideration of publication.

The work in Chapter 5 was conducted jointly with Alan Stocker. This manuscript

has been submitted for consideration of publication.

Publications and presentations not included in this thesis

X.-X. Wei & A. A. Stocker. Bayesian inference with efficient neural population

codes. In Artificial Neural Networks and Machine Learning –ICANN 2012, pages

523–530. Springer, 2012.

J. Jacobs, C.T. Weidemann, J. F. Miller, A. Solway, J. F. Burke, X.-X. Wei,

N. Suthana et al. Direct recordings of grid-like neuronal activity in human spatial

navigation. Nature Neuroscience, 16(9):1188 –1190, 2013.

X.-X. Wei, P. A. Ortega, and A. A. Stocker. Perceptual adaptation: Getting

ready for the future. Annual Meeting of Vision Sciences (VSS), 2015. Abstract.

Winner of the student travel award. Winner of the best student poster award.
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Chapter 2

Background

Due to interdisciplinary nature of the research presented in this thesis, a brief

introduction for each topic seems to be desirable. In broad stroke, the research

are related to four different areas – Efficient coding, Bayesian inference, spatial

cognition, Information theory. Below I shall present the basics of each topic, with

the goal to facilitate the readers’ understanding of the following Chapters. Readers

who are already familiar with these topics should feel free to skip some of these

sections.

2.1 Efficient coding

One important hypothesis which drives the research on perception, in particular

early sensory procession, is the Efficient Coding Hypothesis. Efficient coding was

pioneered by Attneave (1954) and Barlow(1961) [10, 4]. These proposals were partly
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inspired by the seminal work of Shannon on information theory [153]. One key con-

tribution Atteave and Barlow brought into the field of neuroscience is the idea that

the mathematical framework of information theory may be relevant for understand-

ing the brain, and it may shed light on the strategy by which the neural system

process information.

Specifically, Barlow’s original version of Efficient coding concerns about how

information should be encoded in the sensory system, particularly in early visual

system. Barlow’s idea is that the sensory signal should be recoded in the most

economical way [10]. One particular way to increase efficiency, which is what Barlow

emphasized, is to make the response of the two outputs to be more independent,

i.e. redundancy reduction. The idea is simple. Redundancy between the output

units would lead to a decrease in terms of the information transmitted. Thus, if the

neural processing could somehow eliminate such redundancy, the efficiency of the

representation should be improved.

Many versions of Efficient coding theories were developed afterwards which fol-

low this idea of the efficient information transmission in the neural system. One

notable example is the proposal by Linker that the neural system should be or-

ganized in a way such that the mutual information between the input and output

should be maximized, i.e. InfoMax [121]. Importantly, Linsker also investigated

how biologically plausible learning rules might give rise to such efficient represen-

tation [122, 123].
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One may wonder why there are many seemingly different versions of Efficient

coding theory co-existing in the literature. In my opinion, one reason is that dif-

ferent Efficient coding theories typically make different assumptions on the noise

structure of the system [154]. For example, in Barlow’s original proposal, considera-

tion of the neural noise is not included [10]. In this situation, redundancy reduction

is a desirable goal. Linkser’s InfoMax could be related to the redundancy reduction

proposed by Barlow in the zero-noise limit. In some models, Gaussian noise are

assumed (e.g., [3, 179]). In the presence of certain type of noise, certain amount of

redundancy could actually be advantageous [3, 179, 55].

Another reason is that different theories may impose different constraints on the

overall resources and different objective functions. For instance, transmitting the

same amount information using the fewest number of spikes is, in general, a different

goal comparing to using the fewest number of neurons. These two objectives are also

different from the objective of using the smallest number of simultaneously active

neurons. These different assumptions would lead to different optimal configurations

of neural code. Interestingly, later work on sparse coding was inspired by consider-

ation of representing the input using a small number of active neurons [134, 135].

Some have argued that the optimal neural code should explicitly quantify and take

into account of the amount of energy consumption [119, 112, 7, 6, 116]. Some others

have argued that one should use the reconstruction error rather than the amount

of information transmitted as the criteria(e.g., [177, 181, 149]).
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Despite these different formulations, there seems to be one general agreement

among these theories, which is that the neural system should exploit the statistical

structure of the surrounding environment [63, 155]. This arises because, funda-

mentally, the amount of information transferred by a noisy channel, as well as the

reconstruction error, crucially depends on the probability distribution of the in-

put [153]. Because the input to the sensory system will inevitably shaped (at least

partially) by the statistics of the environment, a good design of the sensory system

would have to take such statistical regularities into account.

Substantial efforts have been devoted to test the Efficient coding hypothesis

experimentally. Such investigations have lead to much success in early visual (e.g.

[111, 46, 6, 134, 59, 8, 100, 76]) and auditory processing (e.g., [120, 157]). However,

challenges remain. First, most studies have been done on early sensory system, and

it is presently unknown whether these results would generalize to relatively higher

cognitive area or not. Second, from a theoretical point of view, many previous

research have tried to predict the tuning property of individual neuron (e.g., [111,

127, 181]). However, arguably more desirable tests, which would shed more light

on the neural processing, should be tests at the neural population level. Third,

most previous work have focused on the predictions in terms of neurophysiological

aspects, while the connections to behavior are far less common (but see [9, 76, 92]).
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2.2 Bayesian inference

Besides Efficient Coding, another major hypothesis which has profound impact on

the understanding of the perceptual process is the proposal of treating perception

as Bayesian inference (e.g. [103]). The basic idea is that perception is not simply

taking pictures of the environment like the way a camera does, rather it involves

active interpretation of the raw sensory inputs. Thus, perception could be better

viewed as an inference process. Holmherz already realized this concept in the 19th

century [90].

To appreciate the perspective of treating perception as an inference process [103],

it is useful to realize that there is virtually always ambiguity in the sensory input.

Consider the example of vision, in which 3-d environment is mapped to 2-d retinal

image. Some information becomes lost inevitably in such mapping. Also consider

the fact the noise is not only present in the stimulus itself, but it is also ubiquitous

along the sensory processing in the brain [60]. The presence of noise leads to

ambiguity when interpreting the sensory observation, and in principle could result

in many different interpretations of the same stimulus.

The noise in the perceptual process imposes a fundamental challenge for per-

ception (not only for visual perception), namely, how does the perceptual system

select the specific way to interpret the input? An appealing hypothesis is that per-

ception involves efficient interpretation based on limited information gathered by

the sensors. As it turns out, Bayesian inference provides such an efficient way to
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interpret the sensory observation.

Bayes’ rule

To understand how Bayesian inference works, consider the case of judging the

speed θ of an moving object. The perceptual system takes some observations of

speed of the moving object, which will be termed as “data”. Note that the process

which generates the data is typically noisy, in the sense that the mapping from a

particular speed θ to the data is not one-to-one, rather such dependence can be

summarized as a conditional probability distribution P (data|θ). The problem is

that, once the data is known, how to infer the underlying speed of the object?

Bayesian inference tells us that one should use both the prior belief on the speed of

the moving object and the evidence gathered from the observations to perform the

inference. Furthermore, crucially one should combine these two source of informa-

tion using Bayes rule (Bayes &Price, 1763). Mathematically, Bayes’ rule could be

written as

P (θ|data) =
P (θ)P (data|θ)

P (data)
(2.1)

This rule is the core of Bayesian inference. The term on the left-hand side

P (θ|data) is the posterior distribution on θ given the data. On the right-hand side,

P (θ) is typically referred as prior distribution on θ, which summarize the prior belief

on θ before the observation. The term P (data|θ) is called the likelihood function
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of θ, which summarizes the evidence gathered from the data . It is important to

emphasize that although P (data|θ) itself is a probability given θ, but with respect

to variable θ while fixing data, it is a function of θ, because its value varies with

θ. Therefore, it is appropriate to call it a likelihood function on θ, rather than a

“likelihood distribution”. Finally, the term P (data) is a normalization factor which

guarantees that P (θ|data) is a proper probability distribution.

A common goal for Bayesian models is to derive the posterior distribution on θ,

i.e. P (θ|data). This is, again, proportional to the product of the prior distribution

and the likelihood function. To get the posterior distribution, naturally one has to

obtain the prior belief and the likelihood function first.

To calculate the likelihood function precisely, in principle the full knowledge of

how the data are generated from θ is required. Such information critically depends

on the structure of the model (sometimes called “generative model” [48]). Of course,

the complexity of the problem varies depending on the structure of the model.

Chapter 3 has a detailed discussion on this issue, where I shall propose a principled

way to specify the likelihood function for certain perceptual inference problems.

How to specify the prior distribution? In practice, the selection of prior dis-

tributions is often done based on computation convenience. For example, a prior

distribution has often been chosen to be flat or Gaussian. Alternatively, a seem-

ingly more reasonable way is to pick up a “reference prior” [14] based on some

information criteria. The question of the selection of prior distribution is an active
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research topic in statistics [14, 101]. For perceptual inference, there may be prin-

cipled ways to specify the prior. Consider the speed example we mentioned again.

In this case, it seems reasonable to assume that such prior belief should depend on

our sensory experience in the past. This means that the prior distribution should

reflect the statistics of given variables in natural environments. Again consider the

example of the perceived speed. The prior may be thought as the statistics of the

speed in natural environments, which determines our long term sensory experience

on speed [169]. However, this is just a first-order approximation. In general, the

prior may depends on various other factors, e.g. context, individual, and so on.

Loss function

In many cases, computing the posterior distribution is not the end of the task,

because a particular Bayesian estimator may be required. For example, in the con-

text of speed estimation, a particular estimation of the speed of the object has to

be obtained, while the posterior distribution itself is not enough to specify the per-

cept. Technically, the mapping from the posterior to the Bayesian estimator could

be done by first assuming a loss function, and then constructing the corresponding

optimal estimator according to such loss [40]. Common choice of the loss functions

involves the family of Lp loss functions with p can be chosen to be different values.

For squared error loss (p = 2), the resulting Bayesian estimator is the mean value

of the posterior distribution. For absolute error loss (p = 1), the corresponding
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estimator is the median of the posterior distribution. The MAP estimator, i.e. the

mode of the posterior distribution, is obtained under 0 − 1 loss (p = 0). Not too

much is known on the specific loss functions used by the perceptual system. We

will return to this point in Chapter 3.

2.3 Neural representation of physical space

As we navigate around, we often have a sense of where we are in space. Actually,

knowing the self-location relative to the environment is a fundamental ability for

the purpose of survival. How does the brain support such ability? Tolman (1948)

proposed that the brain should be able to maintain a “cognitive map” of the physical

space [174]. The discovery of place cells in rodent hippocampus around 1970s

has triggered a lot of following up research on the neural basis of spatial map in

the brain [132, 133]. The most salient property of place cells is that its firing

activity is sparse in space. Individual place cell typically fires when only animal is

within a particular spot in space [132], although some place cells fire in multiple

spots in space. As we know more about the place cells, it becomes clear that

the firing activities of the place cells are also correlated with many other factors

besides the animal’s spatial location, including odor, recent experience, time and

others [138, 2, 136]. The interpretations of these multi-perplexing responses are still

subjected to debates.

Although the response of place cell are strongly correlated with space, it is un-
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clear whether the spatial information is originated within hippocampus or inherent

from other brain areas. The discovery of grid cells in dorsal-medial Entorhinal Cor-

tex offers some new insight to this question[86, 75]. Now it appears that place cell

may, at least partially, inherent the spatial information from grid cells. Place cells,

grid cells, together with heading direction cells[172] and boarder cells[159] may con-

sist the neural underpinning of our sense of space during navigation. Studying the

properties and functions of these cell may provide us a unique chance to uncover

how the space is represented in the mammalian brain, and how spatial maps in the

brain support navigation behaviors, which are critical for the survival of mammals.

Grid cells

In 2004, Fyhn et al., discovered that in dorsal band of Entorhinal Cortex (EC)

of the rat’s brain, neurons typically show tuning preference for space, similar as the

place cells [75]. However, unlike place cells, these cells typically fire in the multiple

spatial locations. In 2005, a following up paper by Hafting et al., demonstrated that,

surprisingly, the spatial firing fields of the cells in dmEC lies on a triangular grid [86].

These cells are thus termed as “grid cells”. Because the highly regular firing pattern

of the grid cells, it is immediately suggested that the grid cells may encode a metric

of the space [86, 129]. Grid cells are also found in pre-and parasubiculum [19],

two brain regions next to EC. Although the response pattern of grid cells can be

partially manipulated by cues in the environment [86], overall the major factor
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which determines the response of the grid cells response appear to be the animal’s

location in space.

Why are grid cells not discovered in the studies before Hafting et al. (2005) [86]?

One major reason seems to be that previous experiments have used smaller testing

rooms, which were not enough to reveal the lattice structure of the grid. In a small

environment, typically only one or even zero firing field of individual grid cells could

be observed. However, in larger recording rooms, the pattern of the grid become

visually apparent. The grid is particularly evident when the two dimensional au-

tocorrelation map of the grid firing map is calculated which effectively reduce the

noise in the original firing rate map by averaging [86]. Originally found in rats, the

grid cells are later discovered in mice[74], and in bats [187]. There are some indirect

evidence from fMRI signal suggesting that grid cells may also exist in humans [54].

Recently, my colleagues and I have reported the first direct observation of grid-like

response in human brain by analyzing data from single neuron recording of human

epilepsy patients, while they were performing a virtual navigation task [94].

The response pattern of individual grid cell can be characterized by three pa-

rameters, the spacing, the orientation, and the spatial phase. Locally, the grid

cells in rodents share similar spacing and orientation [86, 164]. The spatial phase

seems to be shifted randomly such that nearby cells do not have nearby phases[86].

Therefore, there seems to be no topographical relationship in the spatial phase.

Interestingly, the grids in EC have different scales manifested in the spacing of
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the grids. Furthermore, the scales increase systematically along the dorsal-ventral

axis [86, 26]. At the dorsal most, the spacing of the grid is about 50cm, while at

the 75% of the dorsal-ventral axis, the spacing of the grid can be several meters

to 10 meters, according to the recording when rats running on a 18 meters linear

track[26].

One particular important property of grid cells is that they are organized in

discrete structure [164]. By a fine sampling of grid cells along about half of the

dorsal-ventral axis of EC, Stensola et al. (2012) demonstrates that grid cells could

be clustered based on the scale, orientation and ellipticity [164]. The cells within

one cluster share the same scale, orientation and ellipticity. The individual cluster

is termed as a module. These authors found up to 5 modules within individual

animal. However, because the recording was only done up to 50% of the dorsal

ventral axis of EC, more modules should be expected in whole EC. A simple linear

extrapolation suggests that the number of the grid cell modules in rodent EC should

be ∼ 10. Strikingly, the data also suggest that the grid scales follow a geometric

progression. In this particular data set, the scaling factor was found to be ∼ 1.42,

while in a previous study, the scaling factor was reported be ∼ 1.7 with a relatively

smaller sample size [11].

The grid cells have attracted many computational investigations since it is dis-

covered. Most research have focus on the mechanisms and algorithms of how the

grid-like response could be generated. Existing models have exploiting mechanisms
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of pattern formation[176] in attractor network [72, 28, 20] and oscillatory interfer-

ence [30, 89], as well as spike rate adaptation [106].

While these computational models of grid cells aim to address the how question,

the question of why the grid cells firing pattern should be as observed remain mys-

terious. In Chapter 4, I ask the fundamental issue in terms of why it is desirable

to use the grid code to form a representation of the space. I show that the idea of

efficient processing of spatial information quantitatively accounts for the functional

architecture of the grid cells observed in the rodent’s brain.

2.4 Mutual information and Fisher information

In this section, I introduce two important Information-theoretic quantities which

are used frequently in this thesis, namely mutual information and Fisher informa-

tion. Note that mutual information comes from Information theory, while Fisher

information has a fundamental root in statistics.

2.4.1 Mutual information

Information theory concerns the communication of information [153]. A basic quan-

tity in Information theory is entropy. Entropy characterizes the amount of uncer-

tainty associated with a random variable. For a discrete random variable X with

distribution p(x), its entropy can be defined as
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H[X] =
∑

p(x) ln p(x)

.

For a continuous random variable X with density p(x), its (differential) entropy

can be defined as

H[X] =

∫
X

p(x) ln p(x)dx

.

Mutual information quantifies how much information of one random variable

is contained in another random variable. Formally, mutual information could be

expressed as

I[X, Y ] = H[X]−H[X|Y ].

Note that following this definition, we can also consider

I[Y,X] = H[Y ]−H[Y |X].

It can be verified that the following is true

I[X, Y ] = I[Y,X].

For two continuous random variables X, Y, with joint probability density p(x, y),

mutual information can be computed explicitly as
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I[X, Y ] =

∫
Y

∫
X

p(x, y) ln

(
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

)
dxdy.

Two important facts. First, I[X, Y ] is always non-negative. Second, I[X, Y ] = 0 is

equivalent to the independence of X and Y .

Information theory has profound influence in many scientific fields, including

neuroscience. In many neuroscience problems, one could treat individual neurons

or neural populations as noisy communication channel(s) and study the information

transmitted in such channel(s). For instance, denoting the stimulus variable as s,

and the neural response as r, one could compute the mutual information between

the stimulus and the response as

I[r, s] = H[r]−H[r|s].

This means that the mutual information is, technically, the difference between the

entropy of the response and the entropy of the response given a particular stimulus.

Conceptually, this captures the ratio between the volume of the response space and

the average volume of the response given a stimulus.

Alternatively, one could compute the mutual information as

I[s, r] = H[s]−H[s|r].

The interpretation for this expression is that, mutual information could also be
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computed as the difference between the entropy of the stimulus and the entropy of

the stimulus given a response. Conceptually, this is related to the ratio between the

volume of the stimulus and the average volume of the stimulus given a response.

Thus it quantifies how well a response r could tell about the stimulus s.

Recall the mathematical fact that I[s, r] is always identical to I[r, s], although

it should be apparent from the above discussions that the conceptual interpreta-

tions of these two quantities could be quite different. Practically, the mathematical

equivalence of these different expressions offers two choices for computing the mu-

tual information. Depending on the problems, one expression is usually easier to

work with compared to the other one. Unfortunately, sometimes both expressions

are difficult to compute exactly, in which cases one would need to rely on further

assumptions to work with these quantities.

2.4.2 Fisher information

Fisher information [67] is one central quantity in statistics, particularly in estima-

tion theory [115]. Fisher information is sometimes referred as “information” in

statistics [115]. Note that this should not be confused with mutual information

defined above. Fisher information characterizes the amount of information that

an observation (or measurement) m carries about an unknown parameter θ given

the statistical relationship between m and θ. If both θ and m are scalar, Fisher
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information can be defined as

J(θ) =

∫ (
∂ ln p(m|θ)

∂θ

)2

p(m|θ)dm. (2.2)

In this expression, p(m|θ) should be treated as the likelihood function on θ.

ln p(m|θ) represents the log-likelihood function, which is often called “support curve”[58].

The slope of the support curve is the “score”, which represents how sensitively the

likelihood function depends on the parameter θ. It is important to emphasize that

while the likelihood function depends on a particular observation m, Fisher infor-

mation does not. The reason is that the dependence on m is integrated out by

definition. Thus, it is appropriate to interpret Fisher information as a measure of

the expected sensitivity with respect to each value of the parameter θ, which is

fully determined by the encoding model which specifies the relationship between

the random variables m and θ. In some sense, Fisher information defines a metric

in the space of θ.

As a remark, there is another way to define Fisher information

J(θ) = −
∫
∂2 ln p(m|θ)

∂θ2
p(m|θ)dm. (2.3)

It is straightforward to check that these two definitions are equivalent. These defi-

nitions only apply when θ is a scalar. If θ is a vector, one can define a corresponding

Fisher Information matrix [115, 1].
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Fisher information has many interesting properties. For the purpose of this the-

sis, I shall only introduce a few of them.

Cramer-Rao bound

Perhaps the most well-known result related to Fisher information is the Cramer-

Rao bound [41, 139]. Cramer-Rao bound states that, under certain regularity con-

ditions, Fisher information sets an lower bound on the variance of any unbiased

estimator θ̂. Formally, it could be expressed as

V ar(θ̂) ≥ 1

J(θ)
. (2.4)

In general, Cramer-Rao bound could not be reached. It can only be tight for special

kinds of statistical models. I shall come back to this point later in Chapter 5, where

the conditions to make Cramer-Rao bound tight are discussed in some more details.

Intuitively, Cramer-Rao bound means that the quality of encoding, quantified by

the Fisher information, set a physical limit on how precise any unbiased estimator

can be.

For biased estimator, the corresponding Cramer-Rao bound turns out to be

V ar(θ̂) ≥ [1 + b′(θ)]2

J(θ)
, (2.5)

where b(θ) represents the bias of the estimator θ̂. It then follows that the MSE
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(mean square error) of estimator θ̂ must satisfy

MSE(θ̂) ≥ [1 + b′(θ)]2

J(θ)
+ b(θ)2. (2.6)

It is useful to point out that the MSE of a biased estimator could be smaller

than 1
J(θ)

which defines a lower bound for any unbiased estimator. Although many

might have the intuition that an unbiased estimator is advantageous compared to

a biased estimator, this result suggest that, counter to that intuition, having a bias

in the estimation could be actually desirable in certain situations.

Invariance of Fisher information

The square root of Fisher information J(θ) has a property of invariance, i.e.

√
J(θ)dθ =

√
J(θ̃)dθ̃, (2.7)

where θ̃ is a re-parameterization of θ. As a corollary, the integral S =
∫ √

J(θ)dθ

is invariant with respect to any re-parameterization of θ. Under these notations,

fJ(θ) =

√
J(θ)

S
behaves like a probability density. fJ(θ) is known famously as Jeffreys

prior [97], which is a widely used non-informative prior in Bayesian statistics [101].

As a remark, the integral
∫
J(θ)pdθ when taking p other than 1

2
is not invariant

with respect to the re-parameterization of θ. In this sense,
√
J(θ) is special.
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Relationship to psychophysical and neural measurements

Fisher information has widely applications in many scientific fields. In the ex-

treme, It has even been argued that Fisher information can provide a unification

of many area of science[71]. In this thesis, I shall focus on its possible applications

in terms of understanding the information processing in the brain. Let me start

by noting that Fisher information has a nice relationship with respect to the most

commonly taken psychophysical measurement, i.e. discrimination threshold. It has

been well-established that [152, 151] Fisher information sets an lower bound on the

discrimination threshold (.θ) in fine discrimination tasks:

d(θ) ≥ Cα
1√
J(θ)

,

where Cα is a constant determined by the specifics of the psychophysical procedure.

Fisher information can also be used to assess how much information a certain

neuron (or neurons) carries about a particular stimulus dimension. Consider a Pois-

son neuron with a smooth tuning curve f(θ). In this case, the Fisher information

has a nice close-form expression

J(θ) = T
f(θ)′2

f(θ)
,

where T represents the length of the integration time. There are several basic

insights from this expression. First, both the firing rate and the slope of the tuning
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curve of a Poisson neuron are important in terms of the Fisher information the

neuron’s response carries. Second, the neuron carries most Fisher information at

the flank of its tuning curve rather than the peak. Third, the Fisher information

scales linearly with the integration time and the gain of the neuron.

Fisher information and mutual information have intriguing relationships. On one

hand, by definition, Mutual Information and Fisher information are quite different.

Conceptually, Fisher information quantifies the local information, while mutual

information is a global measure. On the other hand, these two measures are also

closely related, as we will discuss in details in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Bayesian observer model

constrained by Efficient coding

explains “anti-Bayesian percept”

3.1 Introduction

Perception involves two important stages of processing: 1) the representation of

incoming sensory information, and 2) the interpretation of that representation to

form a percept. Two prominent hypotheses have separately guided our understand-

ing of these two processing stages, but each has limitations when considered alone.

The Efficient Coding Hypothesis argues that neural resource limitations lead to effi-

cient sensory representations that are optimized with regard to the specific stimulus
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statistics of the natural environment [4, 10]. This hypothesis can explain several key

features of neural coding in early sensory areas (e.g. [134, 46, 120]), but it does not

specify how these coding characteristics can give rise to important aspects of percep-

tual behavior such as perceptual biases. In contrast, the Bayesian Hypothesis posits

that perception is an act of unconscious inference that interprets the noisy sensory

representation in the context of prior knowledge about the world [90, 44, 103]. This

hypothesis provides a normative explanation for many aspects of perceptual and

sensorimotor behavior (e.g., [104, 169, 178, 98]), but it has been criticized for us-

ing arbitrary model specifications in order to explain psychophysical data [99, 21].

Here we unify ideas of Efficient coding and Bayesian inference into a new model of

perceptual behavior. Specifically, we propose an Bayesian observer model that is

constrained by assuming an efficient representation of the sensory input.

Two key components define a Bayesian observer: the prior belief that reflects the

observer’s expectation about how frequently a certain stimulus value occurs, and

the likelihood function that captures the encoding accuracy in the sensory represen-

tation of the observer. Previous studies have proposed independent constraints on

either the prior belief based on natural (e.g., [175, 83]) or learned (e.g., [96, 104])

stimulus statistics, or the likelihood function based on natural stimulus uncertain-

ties(e.g., [78, 29]) or neural physiological tuning characteristics (e.g., [169]), but

not both. In contrast, our new model formulation jointly constrains both the prior

belief and the likelihood function by assuming that the sensory representation as
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well as the interpretation of the sensory evidence is optimized with regard to the

stimulus statistics of its sensory environment. Thus, we can specify a Bayesian

observer model for any stimulus variable with known natural statistics.

We validated our framework by formulating observer models for two perceptual

variables for which the natural statistics are known, visual orientation and spatial

frequency. The models make a number of distinct and rather surprising predic-

tions; e.g., that percepts are frequently biased away from the peaks of the prior, a

prediction that seems at odds with the standard Bayesian view. We demonstrate

that the predictions are well matched by data from several studies reporting mea-

sured biases in perceived visual orientation and spatial frequency under different

levels and sources of uncertainty. That includes biases that are seemingly “anti-

Bayesian” [23]. Our results demonstrate that by combining the ideas of Efficient

coding and Bayesian decoding, we can formulate well constrained observer models

that can account for perceptual behavior that has not been explained before. Some

earlier version of this work has been previously presented [184].

3.2 Results

We model perception as a probabilistic encoding-decoding process (Fig. 3.1a) [169]:

The presentation of a stimulus with a single value θ elicits a noisy sensory measure-

ment m (encoding), based on which the observer then generates an estimate θ̂(m)

that represents the perceived stimulus value (decoding). We combine two general
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assumptions in order to define our observer model. First, we assume that encod-

ing is efficient, i.e., the sensory representation is optimally adapted to the natural

stimulus distribution. Second, we assume that decoding is Bayesian and is based

on an accurate (generative) model of the sensory process, i.e., the observer’s prior

belief matches the true stimulus distribution and the likelihood function faithfully

reflects the encoding characteristics. As a result, both the observer’s prior belief and

likelihood function are jointly constrained by the stimulus distribution (Fig. 3.1b).

Thus, with the additional assumption about the observer’s loss function (that states

how costly some perceptual errors are for the observer), we can make quantitative

predictions for the percept of a stimulus variable for which the natural stimulus

distribution is known. In the following we show how to formulate the model and

derive these predictions, and how they compare to measured psychophysical data.

3.2.1 Efficient coding and the likelihood function

We adopted a definition of Efficient coding that assumes that sensory encoding

maximizes the mutual information I[θ,m] between the sensory measurement m

and the stimulus variable θ with regard to the intrinsic uncertainty (internal noise)

in the sensory representation [121]. The definition establishes a link between the

probability distribution of the stimulus p(θ) and Fisher information J(θ) using a
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Figure 3.1: Bayesian observer model constrained by Efficient coding. a) We model
perception as an encoding-decoding process. Encoding is characterized by the corre-
sponding conditional probability distribution p(m|θ) of the sensory measurement m
given a stimulus value θ. We assume encoding is governed by Efficient coding. We
also assume that decoding is Bayesian based on an accurate generative model of the
sensory process. The percept θ̂(m) is then specified based on the posterior distribu-
tion p(θ|m) and a loss function L(θ̂, θ). b) Our assumptions imply that the Bayesian
observer is constrained by the natural stimulus distributions: The prior belief is as-
sumed to directly match the stimulus distribution (e.g. through learning), while the
likelihood function is constrained by the stimulus distribution via Efficient coding.
c) Example for an arbitrary stimulus distribution. An Efficient coding principle
that maximizes mutual information implies that the encoding accuracy (measured
as the square-root of the Fisher Information J(θ)) matches the stimulus distribu-
tion. With some assumptions about the sensory noise characteristics the likelihood
function is fully constrained by the Fisher Information. Likelihood functions for
different sensory measurements m are shown to illustrate their heterogeneity across
the stimulus space. Technically, the likelihood functions can be computed by assum-
ing a symmetric noise structure (i.e., symmetric likelihood functions) in a space in
which the Fisher information is uniform (sensory space, characterized by the map-
ping F (θ)), and then transforming those symmetric likelihood functions back to the
stimulus space.
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bound on mutual information [27, 127]. Assuming the bound is tight it follows that

p(θ) ∝
√
J(θ) (see Methods for details). (3.1)

Fisher information J(θ) is a measure of encoding accuracy and reflects the amount

of sensory resources that is dedicated to the representation of a certain stimulus

value θ. Equation (3.1) provides an intuitive way of understanding Efficient coding:

Sensory resources should be allocated according to the stimulus distribution p(θ)

resulting in a more accurate representation of those stimulus values that occur more

frequently.

Fisher information directly constrains the likelihood function, given our general

assumption that the likelihood function faithfully reflects the encoding characteris-

tics. But it is not sufficient to fully specify the shape of the likelihood function. An

additional assumption about the noise structure is required. Let us consider a func-

tion F (θ) that maps the stimulus space to a new space in which Fisher information

is uniform (see Fig. 3.1c). We refer to this space as the “sensory space” 1. With

our chosen Efficient coding constraint Eq. (3.1) the mapping F (θ) is defined as the

cumulative of the stimulus distribution (prior) [111] (see Methods, Eq. (3.8)). Uni-

form Fisher information implies that the noise and thus the likelihood function is

homogeneous. We introduce the additional assumption that the expected likelihood

1In reference to Gustav Fechner because discriminability, when measured in units of this space,
is uniform [61].
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function (i.e. averaged out over many trials) is symmetric around the stimulus value

in the sensory space. A simple way to guarantee this is to assume, for example, the

noise to be additive and symmetric (e.g. Gaussian as illustrated in Fig. 3.1c). For

a given sensory measurement m the likelihood function in the stimulus space can

then be obtained by simply applying the inverse mapping F−1(θ̃). As a result, the

likelihood functions when formulated in stimulus space are typically asymmetric

with a long tail away from the peak of the prior distribution.

Note that by formulating the Efficient coding in terms of Fisher information

we were able to specify the likelihood function without having to assume specific

details about the tuning characteristics of the underlying neural representation.

We deliberately chose such formulation because it allowed us a more parsimonious

yet also more general description of our Bayesian observer model. In fact, as we

demonstrate later, neural populations with quite different tuning characteristics

but equivalent distributions of Fisher information can represent equivalent efficient

sensory representations that lead to similar Bayesian decoding characteristics.

3.2.2 General predictions of the framework

The tight link between the stimulus distribution, the encoding accuracy (i.e., the

Fisher information J(θ)), and the shape of the likelihood function has important

consequences for the resulting decoding characteristics of our Bayesian observer

model. In particular, it makes two novel predictions with regard to perceptual bias
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that are surprising and counter-intuitive from a standard Bayesian modeling point

of view.

The first prediction concerns the effect of the likelihood asymmetry on perceptual

bias. A Bayesian modeling approach that assumes a symmetric likelihood function

predicts the percept to be biased towards the prior peak for relatively smooth prior

distributions (Fig. 3.2a). The situation changes, however, if the likelihood function

is asymmetric (Fig. 3.2b). Now, the asymmetry itself can lead to estimation biases

(see also [170]). In our framework, the shape of the likelihood is asymmetric for

any non-uniform stimulus distribution with a heavier tail pointing away from the

prior peak. This shape typically results in a repulsive bias component that we

refer to as the likelihood repulsion. Although the effect depends on the chosen loss

function, it is remarkably robust for commonly used choices (see Fig. 3.7). The

repulsive effect is further amplified when computing the expected bias over many

measurements of a given stimulus value θ0. The reason is that the distribution of

these measurements in the stimulus space also follows the same asymmetry; i.e.,

the noisy measurements and thus the position of the likelihood functions on each

trial are, on average, also biased away from the true stimulus value θ0. These

observations suggest a nuanced account of perceptual biases as the net result of

two bias components, one introduced by the likelihood asymmetry and one by the

prior distribution. Because of the above link, we can precisely predict the net bias

for known natural stimulus distributions. We find that under many conditions
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Figure 3.2: Prediction 1: Bayesian perception can be biased away from the prior
peak. a) A standard Bayesian observer model that assumes a symmetric likelihood
function typically predicts perceptual biases toward the peak of the prior. This “bias
towards the prior” has been considered a fundamental characteristic of a Bayesian
model. b) In our new Bayesian observer model, Efficient encoding promotes a non-
homogeneous sensory representation that leads to an asymmetric shape of the like-
lihood function with a long tail pointing away from the prior peak. As a result,
the estimate can be biased away from the prior peak. This is illustrated assum-
ing the Bayesian estimate is determined by the posterior mean (squared-error loss
function). Due to its asymmetry the mean of the likelihood function is away from
the peak of the prior relative to the true stimulus value θ0 (Likelihood repulsion).
Although the prior still leads to an attractive shift of the posterior (Prior attrac-
tion), the net bias can be repulsive. Both examples are illustrated for the case of
the median likelihood function (i.e. the measurement equals the stimulus value θ0).
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the model predicts that perception is biased away from the peak of the stimulus

distribution (i.e. the prior belief). In particular, assuming small sensory noise

only and a squared-error loss function (posterior mean) we can derive analytical

solutions for the expected perceptual bias for arbitrary stimulus distributions (see

Methods for details). The predicted bias is always repulsive if the prior distribution

is well approximated by a monotonic function over the support of the likelihood

function. This prediction is quite remarkable since the “bias towards the prior” has

been considered a fundamental characteristics of Bayesian observer models.

The second prediction is that stimulus (external) and sensory (internal) noise

differently affect perceptual bias. The difference emerges because our Efficient cod-

ing assumption generally imposes an inhomogeneous sensory representation that has

a different metric than the physical space. Thus, although ultimately both sources

of uncertainties are jointly reflected in the noise of the sensory measurement m their

individual effects on the likelihood function are different because of the mapping

function F (Fig. 3.3a). As a result, the same noise added at the stimulus level leads

to a different likelihood function than the equivalent noise added at the sensory

level, which results in a different bias.

Increasing sensory noise results in a likelihood function that is more asymmetric

in the stimulus space because the additional uncertainty is mapped from the sensory

space (where it is symmetric; e.g. Gaussian) to the stimulus space via the inverse

mapping F−1. Although the prior attraction increases due to the overall wider
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tially affect perceptual bias. a) Stimulus noise directly affects stimulus uncertainty
and thus the likelihood function (formulated in stimulus space). The uncertainty
introduced by sensory noise, however, is transformed back through the inverse of the
mapping function F (Eq. (3.8), Methods) between sensory and stimulus space; the
very reason the likelihood function is asymmetric in the first place. b) Increasing the
(symmetric) noise at the level of the sensory representation leads to a more asym-
metric likelihood function (formulated in the stimulus space) and thus increases
likelihood repulsion. As a result, the increase in prior attraction due to the increase
in likelihood width is smaller than the increase in likelihood repulsion, leading to
an overall net increase in repulsive bias. c) In contrast, adding (symmetric) stim-
ulus noise does not affect the asymmetry of the likelihood function because the
added noise essentially convolves the likelihood function with the noise kernel. The
likelihood repulsion remains the same while the prior attraction grows because the
overall width of the likelihood increases. As a result, the perceptual bias becomes
more attractive (arrows). d) Summary plot illustrating how perceptual biases de-
pend on stimulus and sensory noise. We assumed additive Gaussian noise and a
squared-error loss function. Dots correspond to the conditions shown in b). In
general, the perceptual bias is repulsive and grows with increasing sensory noise.
However, increasing stimulus noise reduces the repulsive bias eventually leading to
attractive biases for large noise levels. Note that this differential dependency on the
different noise sources is a direct consequence of the inhomogeneous sensory repre-
sentation imposed by Efficient coding. For comparison, the black curve illustrates
the expected biases for a Bayesian observer model that simply assumes a symmetric
likelihood function.
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likelihood function, the increase in likelihood repulsion generally dominates, leading

to a net increase in repulsive bias (Fig. 3.3b). Experimentally, we assume that

sensory noise (or rather the signal-to-noise ratio) can be modulated by changing

stimulus contrast or presentation time.

In summary, our Bayesian observer model predicts that perception is often bi-

ased away from the peak of the prior. Furthermore, it predicts that internal and

external noise can differentially modulate these biases: increasing internal noise

increases repulsive bias while increasing stimulus noise decreases repulsive bias,

eventually leading to attractive perceptual biases. These predictions are surprising

and at odds with predictions of standard Bayesian observer models.

3.2.3 Model validation against human psychophysical data

We validated the model predictions against measured perceptual biases for two vi-

sual stimulus variables with known natural stimulus distributions, local orientation

θ and spatial frequency ξ.

Orientation perception

Several studies have measured the distribution of visual orientations in natural

environments by carefully analyzing natural image data [37, 83]. The extracted

distributions are fairly robust with regard to the specifics of the analysis and the

image content (e.g.; indoor versus outdoor scenes [171]). These studies consistently
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Figure 3.4: Biases in perceived orientation. a) Measured distribution of local
visual orientation in natural images (gray line - re-plotted from [83]), superim-
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p(θ) = c0(2 − | sin θ|) where c0 is a normalization constant). b) Predicted mean
biases as a function of stimulus orientation θ and different levels of sensory noise;
biases are generally repulsive, i.e., away from the nearest cardinal orientation, with
larger biases for larger noise magnitudes. c) Same but for different levels of stimulus
noise; here the repulsive biases are smaller for larger noise magnitudes, eventually
becoming attractive. Curves in b,c) represent the expected bias values over the
full measurement distributions. d) Measured biases at 15 degrees oblique orienta-
tions (average over all four orientations indicated by dashed lines in a)). Data
from [175, 50]. The biases well match the predicted behavior shown in Fig. 3.3d.
e) Measured biases as a function of sensory noise (±1 SEM). Sensory noise was
modulated by different stimulus presentation times (low to high: 1000ms, 160ms,
80ms, 40ms). Reanalyzed data from [50]. f) Measured biases for two levels of ad-
ditive Gaussian stimulus noise. Arrows indicate the mean bias over all orientations
within each of two corresponding quadrants (e.g. black top arrow: mean bias for
high stimulus noise computed over the range (0,45)∪(90,135) degs). The overall
biases are clearly repulsive and are reduced for larger stimulus noise. Replotted
from [175].
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reported multimodal distributions with peaks at each of the two cardinal orienta-

tions (i.e., horizontal and vertical). We used a parametric approximation of the

measured distribution by Girshick and colleagues [83] in order to generate model

predictions of perceived visual orientation (Fig. 3.4a - black line). Figures 3.4b,c

show the predicted mean biases as a function of stimulus orientation θ for different

levels of sensory and stimulus noise, respectively. The predicted biases are typically

repulsive and thus toward the nearest oblique orientation. Biases are zero for the

cardinal and oblique orientations yet reach their maximum for orientations that lie

in between. These oblique biases have been reported as early as in the late 19th

century [95], and several studies have supported these findings since [175, 50]. The

shape of the bias curves as a function of stimulus orientation is similar for both noise

types. However, we predict that the bias amplitude grows with increasing sensory

noise (Fig. 3.4b) while it decreases for increasing stimulus noise and eventually flips

its sign; i.e., turns into an attractive bias (Fig. 3.4c). Psychophysical data from

two recent studies support our predictions [175, 50]. Figures 3.4d,e,f show the mea-

sured perceptual bias for stimulus orientations at 15 degrees oblique as well as as

for the entire range of orientations as a function of stimulus and sensory noise. The

observed bias patterns well match our predictions shown in Fig. 3.3c, and Fig. 3.4b

and c, respectively.

Note that two previous studies have proposed Bayesian observer models for

the perception of visual orientation [175, 83]. The models were validated against
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psychophysical measurements of relative bias between two stimuli with different

levels of stimulus (external) noise. Specifically, both studies used the type of array

stimuli shown in Fig. 3.5a and measured the difference in perceived orientation

between a stimulus with high versus low stimulus noise. Although the percept of

each of the two stimuli is biased toward the oblique orientations, it is less repulsive

for the high noise stimulus (Fig. 3.4f). Thus the relative bias is indeed attractive

and therefore can be accounted for by these models (Fig. 3.5b). However, they

cannot explain the repulsive biases and their differential noise dependencies shown

in Fig. 3.4, nor can they account for the relative bias between a stimulus with high

versus low sensory noise (Fig. 3.5c). This relative bias is again repulsive because

high sensory noise leads to larger repulsive biases (Fig. 3.4e). Thus, we predict

that if Girshick and colleagues had fit their Bayesian model to 2AFC data collected

with stimuli of different sensory rather than different stimulus noise, their fit prior

distribution would not have matched the natural stimulus distribution (Fig. 3.4a)

and would show peaks at the oblique orientations instead [83]. The results here

suggest that the notion that perceived orientation is biased towards the cardinal

axes because of a prior belief that favors cardinal orientations is simplistic.

Spatial frequency perception

We assume that the distribution of spatial frequencies ξ in natural visual environ-

ments is well represented by the empirically measured amplitude spectrum of natu-
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ral images. Multiple studies reported spectra that approximately follow a power-law

function p(ξ) ∝ 1/fα with values for α around one [147, 148] (Fig. 3.6a). We chose

α = 1 for simplicity but verified that our results are robust with regard to other val-

ues within the reported range. Because p(ξ) is monotonically decreasing, we predict

that in the absence of stimulus noise, perceived spatial frequency is biased toward

higher frequencies across the entire frequency range. We also predict that increasing

sensory noise (by e.g., reducing stimulus contrast) biases the percept toward even

higher frequency values (Fig. 3.6b) while increasing stimulus noise leads to a de-

crease in repulsive bias that eventually can turn into an attractive bias (Fig. 3.6c).

Our predictions are consistent with psychophysically measured biases in perceived

spatial frequency as a function of stimulus contrast [79] (Fig. 3.6d). Biases for dif-

ferent levels of stimulus noise have not been reported yet but could be measured

using synthesized stimuli with different spectral bandwidths (see e.g. [137]).

Specifying the loss function

The proposed Bayesian observer model is fully specified for known natural stimulus

distributions, with the exception of the loss function. The loss function is an integral

part of any optimal Bayesian observer model, specifying how costly some perceptual

errors are for the observer. The assumption is that the observer chooses an estimate

(percept) that minimizes the expected loss (see Methods for details). Unfortunately,

it is difficult to determine the actual loss function of a human observers when
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Figure 3.6: Biases in perceived spatial frequency. a) The distribution of spatial
frequency in natural images approximately follows a power-law function of the form
p(ξ) ∝ 1/fα with reported values for α around one [147]. Here we set α = 1. b)
The predicted biases as a function of spatial frequency for different levels of sensory
(internal) noise. c) Predicted biases for different levels of stimulus (external) noise.
d) Biases in perceived spatial frequency measured for different levels of sensory
noise. Data replotted from [79]. The experiments used different levels of stimulus
contrast (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32%) to modulate sensory noise. Stimuli consisted of
a Gabor patch with different spatial frequency. The predicted biases for stimulus
noise in c) have not been validated yet. Note that at very low and very high spatial
frequencies, the prior distribution is no longer well described by a single power-law
function [147]. As a result, our predictions here are limited to the intermediate
frequency-range, for which the prior is well approximated by a single power-law.
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performing low-level perceptual tasks. Our predictions so far made the common

assumption of a squared-error loss function (or L2 norm), which is equivalent to

computing the posterior mean. In order to explore the degree to which the model

predictions depend on the specific choice of the loss function we compared them

to predictions based on two other, also widely used loss functions from the Lp

family: the L0 loss (equivalent to the posterior mode, i.e., a maximum a posteriori

estimator) and the L1 loss (equivalent to the posterior median, i.e., a more robust

estimator).

Figure 3.7 shows the predicted biases for the individual loss functions for both

orientation θ and spatial frequency ξ and under conditions of both sensory and

stimulus noise. Overall, the predictions for the the L1 and L2 loss are qualitatively

similar although the bias magnitudes are smaller for the L1 loss (Fig. 3.7a,c). This

is expected since the median of the posterior is less repulsed than the mean. The

reduced repulsive effect of the likelihood asymmetry also shows in the case of added

stimulus noise (Fig. 3.7b,d). The transition from repulsive to attractive bias occurs

at lower levels of stimulus noise. Predictions for the L0 loss (MAP estimate), how-

ever, are distinctly different in that the bias is always attractive in these examples.

The L0 loss is unique in the sense that it does not take into account the shape of the

posterior distribution. It is considered “degenerate” because it does not employ the

information contained in the full posterior distribution. This intuitively explains

why the predicted bias according to the MAP estimate is attractive: the repulsive
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influence of the likelihood asymmetry is masked by the particular shape of the loss

function and thus the prior attraction dominates. Any symmetric loss function

other than the degenerate L0 loss, however, preserves the repulsive influence of the

likelihood asymmetry on the percept. Thus, the qualitative predictions of our ob-

server model are fairly robust with regard to the specific choice of the loss function.

The comparison also suggests that humans’ perception of low-level stimuli is not

guided by a degenerate loss function, which supports previous findings [105, 96].

3.3 Discussion

We have investigated the idea that the natural stimulus statistics not only determine

how sensory information is represented, but also how this representation is inter-

preted to form a percept. Specifically, we introduced a new Bayesian observer model

that is constrained by Efficient coding. As a result, the likelihood function and prior

belief of our model are linked and jointly constrained by the natural stimulus statis-

tics. The observer model makes two surprising and, at first sight, counter-intuitive

general predictions. It predicts that under many conditions perceptual biases are

repulsive i.e., away from the peak of the prior distribution. It also predicts that

sensory (internal) and stimulus (external) noise differentially affect perceptual bias

when the stimulus distributions are non-homogeneous. We demonstrated that these

predictions are confirmed by reported perceptual biases for visual orientation and

spatial frequency, two perceptual variables for which the natural stimulus distri-
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butions are known. The model accounts for biases measured over a wide range of

noise and experimental conditions. In particular, the model provides a theoretical

explanation for repulsive biases that previously proposed Bayesian observer models

have failed to account for.

Our formulation of the Bayesian observer model is based on certain assumptions.

For example, we considered a particular Efficient coding scheme (maximizing mutual

information) although other formulations are also possible such as e.g., minimizing

redundancy [10] or reconstruction error [181], or formulations that take into account

the coding requirements of downstream (motor) representations and actions [149].

In general, the choice of the encoding criterion depends on many constraints, not

least on the task for which the encoded sensory information is used for [155]. For

low-level stimulus variables (such as local visual orientation and spatial frequency)

that are likely to be the basis for many different and more complex representations

and tasks, optimizing for a more generic information criterion may represent a good

encoding strategy of the visual system [10, 111]. As we show, the chosen formulation

seems well supported by the data, yet it may need to be adjusted when modeling

more cognitive stimulus variables or tasks.

Similarly, while we only considered scalar (i.e., single-valued, one-dimensional)

stimulus variables there is behavioral evidence that the brain can rapidly learn

to efficiently encode also more complex stimulus variables (e.g. sound frequency

spectra). Efficient coding solutions for these more complex variables, however,
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may also differ from the solution presented here. Because different Efficient coding

schemes impose different constraints on the shape of the likelihood, this may lead

to different predictions for perceptual biases in all these cases. Such avenues would

be interesting to explore in the future, although potential model predictions might

be difficult to validate experimentally.

Although not explicitly specified in our model formulation we implicitly as-

sumed a (quasi-)stationary perceptual environment and thus stationary stimulus

distributions for our predictions. This assumption is probably valid for low-level

stimulus variables (such as e.g., spatial frequency or visual orientation), yet is cer-

tainly invalid under conditions where stationarity is explicitly violated such as in

experiments that require subjects to rapidly learn a particular stimulus distribution

(e.g., [96, 32]), or during instances of perceptual adaptation. We have previously

proposed that the characteristic repulsive adaptation aftereffects can be explained

by asymmetric likelihood functions that result from an efficient re-distribution of

sensory resources according to changes in the recent stimulus history [170]. The

here proposed observer model uses a mathematically more rigid formulation and, in

addition, imposes a tight link between prior belief, likelihood function, and stimu-

lus distribution. It will be interesting to test to what degree our proposed observer

model can account for adaptation aftereffects when formulated for stimulus distri-

butions over shorter time-scales.

Our model formulation does not specify how the sensory measurement was ex-
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tracted from low level sensory signals such e.g., generating a measurement of local

visual orientation based on the high-dimensional retinal image signal. Understand-

ing this feature extraction process is important in characterizing what form of un-

certainty and ambiguity is induced simply by the fact that under natural conditions

stimulus variables such as e.g., visual orientation are only indirectly encoded in the

sensory signal [78]. Here, we focused on simple stimulus noise models that are suf-

ficient to capture the typical noise characteristics of the artificial stimulus displays

typically used in psychophysical experiments (see Fig. 3.4). However, there is no

principled reason why the framework could not be extended to incorporate more

complex uncertainty structures.

It is worth considering the implications for a potential physiological instantia-

tion of the proposed perceptual encoding-decoding process. We purposefully used a

formulation of Efficient coding (Eq. (3.1)) that is not based on detailed assumptions

about the tuning characteristics of the underlying neural representation of the sen-

sory information. This has the advantage that the formulation is sufficiently specific

to define the likelihood function and thus allow clear predictions of perceptual be-

havior, yet is general in that it is not tied to any particular neural implementation

(in contrast to e.g. our initial formulation [184]). We believe that is the right level of

abstraction because it provides a fairly general observer model of perceptual behav-

ior that can be widely applied. However, many equivalent neural encoding solutions

are possible for a stimulus variable with a given distribution (prior). We demon-
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strate this by considering three neural populations (Fig. 3.8b,c,d). Each population

consists of neurons with independent Poisson firing statistics yet with quite different

tuning characteristics in terms of neural density, tuning curve shape and response

gain. Nonetheless, all three populations constitute equivalent efficient representa-

tions of the same stimulus variable θ with a distribution shown in Fig. 3.8a. The

likelihood functions computed for each population’s response are therefore similar

(assuming that the gain is sufficiently large such that our assumption about noise

symmetry is met) and show the expected asymmetries. As a result, Bayesian de-

coding of each of the three neural population leads to similar, repulsive bias curves

(Fig. 3.8h,i,j).

Physiological constraints are also likely to influence the specific Efficient coding

solution. For example, wiring constraints could limit the amount by which tuning

curve widths can vary in a population, which would favor the solutions shown in

Fig. 3.8b,d over the solution shown in Fig. 3.8c for a highly non-uniform stimulus

distribution. Interestingly, this may provide an explanation for some of the differ-

ences in tuning characteristics between neurons in area V1 encoding orientation and

neurons in area MST encoding heading direction, respectively. Perceptually, both

stimulus variables exhibit similar repulsive biases away from the cardinal orienta-

tions [175, 50] (see Fig. 3.4), respectively from heading directions straight ahead

or backwards [42, 45]. The measured neural tuning characteristics, however, are

quite different: While the orientation tuning density and widths of neurons in V1
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Figure 3.8: Equivalent efficient neural representations for the same stimulus dis-
tribution. a) A circular stimulus variable θ with stimulus distribution p(θ). Three
different neural populations that efficiently encode θ according to Eq. (3.1): b) The
tuning curves of the first population were constrained to be wide and identical (in
stimulus space). Efficient coding promotes a distribution of the neurons such that
the flanks of the individual tuning curves most overlap at the peaks of the prior
distribution. The neural density (blue dots) is such that it is lowest at the prior
peaks. c) The tuning curves as well as the density of a second population were al-
lowed to vary [76, 77]. As a result, the neural density follows the prior distribution
(red dots) [65] and tuning curves are narrowest at the prior peaks. d) The tun-
ing curve shapes as well as the neural density (green dots) of the third population
were constrained to be identical/homogeneous. Only the gain was allowed to vary.
As a result, neurons at the peak of the prior had highest gain. e,f,g) Population
likelihoods for all three populations (averaged over 400 presentations of the same
stimulus value θ0) are similar (up to a scale factor) and show the predicted asym-
metry with the heavy tail pointing away from the nearest peak of the prior. h,i,j)
As a result, Bayesian decoding of all three population results in similar repulsive
biases. Biases are computed over 10000 samples of the neural population response.
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are loosely in agreement with the population shown in Fig. 3.8c [91, 146], neurons

in area MST rather resemble the population shown in Fig. 3.8b with the majority

of neurons preferentially tuned to left- and right-ward directions [85]. Our findings

suggest that both the population of V1 and MST neurons efficiently represent a

stimulus variable with similar natural distributions, leading to similar perceptual

biases, yet may be subject to additional constraints at the level of implementa-

tion. However, we currently do not have a good estimate of the natural stimulus

distribution for heading direction, which would allow us to confirm this conjecture.

Several neural implementations of Bayesian inference have been proposed, which

use decoding mechanisms that are similar to the population vector read-out [65,

66, 183, 77]. The implementations all rely on neural populations whose tuning

densities match the prior distribution. Interestingly, note that the population shown

in Fig. 3.8c has these tuning characteristics and could be readily decoded with

such a population vector read-out, thus providing a neural implementation of our

observer model. Whether other, equivalent Efficient encoding solutions (see e.g.

Fig. 3.8b,d) also allow for simple and physiologically plausible decoding mechanisms

is an interesting question to explore in future research.

An obvious question is how our proposed Bayesian observer model and its pre-

dictions are in agreement with the results of previous studies that show the char-

acteristic “biases toward the prior” behavior. First, it is important to note that

our observer model does not exclusively predict repulsive biases. For example, as
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stimulus noise gets large biases become attractive. The same applies when consid-

ering stimuli that are in a range where the prior is not monotonic over the support

of the likelihood (e.g. stimuli close to the peak of a unimodal prior distribution).

Also, measured percepts depend on the specifics of the experimental setup, and

thus what looks like an attractive bias might be e.g., a relative difference between

repulsive biases (see Fig. 3.5). Finally, some previous results may have relied on

incorrect assumptions about the stimulus distribution, again, with the result that

biases that appear to be attractive may actually be repulsive. The formulation of

our new Bayesian observer model is general and we think it will allow us to explain

perceptual biases far beyond those examples shown in this paper, including biases

that currently cannot be explained. The problem we see for such future investi-

gations is to obtain good estimates of the relevant stimulus distributions, which

is often difficult (e.g., see [57] for distributions of visual speed). But even if this

information is not available or too difficult to obtain the proposed observer model

is better constrained, allowing improved fits to psychophysical data with fewer free

parameters compared to previous Bayesian modeling approaches [169, 83].

Last but not least, our work addresses the common criticism that Bayesian

observer models are not well constrained and thus can explain post hoc essentially

any data with the appropriate choice of prior belief and likelihood function [99,

21]. We have shared this concern to some degree as we have expressed in the

past [169]. However, we think we have addressed this criticism by introducing a
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better constrained Bayesian observer model that, at the same time, also can explain

perceptual data that were previously unaccounted for. We think that Bayesian

models with arbitrarily chosen parametric descriptions have served their purpose,

providing an intuitive understanding of how prior beliefs may affect perception.

While the focus on prior beliefs was important, our results demonstrate that it

can lead to a rather simplistic understanding of the Bayesian modeling approach,

which also fails to capture various interesting aspects of perceptual behavior (such

as the repulsive biases). Our new observer model is a next step in elaborating

the Bayesian hypothesis, putting the focus on a more principled definition of the

likelihood function and the way different noise sources affect perceptual processing.

Methods

Efficient encoding We assumed an Efficient coding constraint that maximizes

the mutual information between a scalar stimulus variable θ and its sensory repre-

sentation m [121, 10]. Fisher information J(θ), defined as

J(θ) =

∫
(
∂ ln p(m|θ)

∂θ
)2p(m|θ)dm , (3.2)
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can be used to specify a bound on mutual information in the asymptotic limit [27].

Assuming the bound is tight, mutual information can be expressed as

I[θ,m] =
1

2
ln(

S2

2πe
)−KL(p(θ)||

√
J(θ)

S
), (3.3)

where S =
∫
θ

√
J(θ)dθ ([127]). S can be intuitively understood as the total coding

resource available. KL( || ) represents the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [110],

which is always non-negative.

The goal is to choose J(θ) to maximize I[θ,m] for a fixed p(θ). Technically, this

requires us to impose an additional constraint on Fisher information. We require

the total Fisher information to be bounded, i.e.,

S =

∫
θ

√
J(θ)dθ ≤ C . (3.4)

For any value of C, maximizing mutual information requires the above KL diver-

gence term to be zero. This is equivalent to

p(θ) ∝
√
J(θ) . (3.5)

This relationship has been previously derived under slightly different assumptions [27,

127, 76].
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Bayesian decoding Bayesian decoding consists of defining an estimate θ̂(m) of

the stimulus value given measurement m such that the expected loss according to

a loss function L(θ̂(m), θ) is minimal, i.e.,

argminθ̂

∫
p(θ|m)L(θ̂(m), θ)dθ. (3.6)

The key quantity here is p(θ|m), which represents the posterior probability dis-

tribution over θ for a given sensory measurement m. According to Bayes’ rule [12],

the posterior can be computed as p(θ|m) ∝ p(θ)p(m|θ), where p(θ) is the prior

belief and p(m|θ) represents the likelihood function on θ. For the specific L0, L1,

and L2 loss functions considered in this paper, the optimal estimator θ̂(m) is the

posterior mode, median, and mean, respectively.

Perceptual bias for L2 loss (sensory noise only) We can analytically derive

the bias b(θ) of our Bayesian observer model in the case of a squared error loss

function (L2 loss) assuming no stimulus noise. The posterior mean can be computed

in terms of the likelihood functions and the prior belief as following

θ̂L2(m) =

∫
θp(m|θ)p(θ)dθ∫
p(m|θ)p(θ)dθ . (3.7)

With the Efficient coding assumption above Eq. (3.5) we can now express the

bias as a function of the prior belief. First, we define a one-to-one mapping F (θ)
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that transforms the stimulus space to a sensory space with units θ̃ = F (θ) for which

the Fisher Information (as well as the stimulus distribution) is uniform [111, 127].

The mapping is defined as

F (θ) =

∫ θ

−∞
p(χ)dχ , (3.8)

which is the cumulative of the prior distribution p(θ).

We then re-write the estimate Eq. (3.7) by replacing θ with the inverse of the

mapping, i.e., θ = F−1(θ̃). Given a sensory measurement m, we can write the

estimator as

θ̂L2(m) =

∫
F−1(θ̃)p(m|F−1(θ̃))p(F−1(θ̃))dF−1(θ̃)∫

p(m|F−1(θ̃))p(F−1(θ̃))dF−1(θ̃)
=

∫
F−1(θ̃)p(m|F−1(θ̃))dθ̃∫

p(m|F−1(θ̃))dθ̃
.

(3.9)

With

K(m, θ̃) =
p(m|F−1(θ̃))∫
p(m|F−1(θ̃))dθ̃

(3.10)

we can further simplify the notation and get

θ̂L2(m) =

∫
F−1(θ̃)K(m, θ̃)dθ̃ . (3.11)

In order to get the expected value of the estimate, 〈θ̂L2〉, for a particular stimulus
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value θ0 we marginalize Eq. (3.11) over the measurement space M for θ0, thus

〈θ̂L2〉θ0 =

∫ ∫
M

p(m|θ0)F−1(θ̃)K(m, θ̃)dmdθ̃ (3.12)

=

∫
F−1(θ̃)

∫
M

p(m|θ0)K(m, θ̃)dmdθ̃

=

∫
F−1(θ̃)Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃ ,

where we define

Lθ0(θ̃) =

∫
M

p(m|θ0)K(m, θ̃)dm . (3.13)

Therefore, Lθ0(θ̃) is the expected normalized likelihood function expressed in the

sensory space given a particular stimulus value θ0. We assume that Lθ0(θ̃) is sym-

metric around the true stimulus value θ̃0 in this space. Thus, with Eq. (3.11) we

then can compute the expected bias at θ0 as

b(θ0) =

∫
F−1(θ̃)Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃ − F−1(θ̃0) (3.14)

Assuming the prior density to be smooth, we expand F−1 in the neighborhood

(θ̃0 − h, θ̃0 + h), which covers the support of the likelihood function. Using a first-

order Taylor expansion with mean-value form of the remainder, we get

F−1(θ̃) = F−1(θ̃0) + F−1(θ̃0)′(θ̃ − θ̃0) +
1

2
F−1(θ̃x)

′′(θ̃ − θ̃0)2 , (3.15)
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with θ̃x guaranteed to exist in between θ̃0 and θ̃. By re-writing Eq. (3.14) in terms

of this expansion, we find that

b(θ0) =

∫ θ̃0+h

θ̃0−h

1

2
F−1(θ̃x)

′′
θ̃
(θ̃ − θ̃0)2Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃ (3.16)

=
1

2

∫ θ̃0+h

θ̃0−h
(

1

p(F−1(θ̃x))
)′
θ̃
(θ̃ − θ̃0)2Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃

=
1

2

∫ θ̃0+h

θ̃0−h
−(
p(θx)

′
θ

p(θx)3
)(θ̃ − θ̃0)2Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃

=
1

4

∫ θ̃0+h

θ̃0−h
(

1

p(θx)2
)′θ(θ̃ − θ̃0)2Lθ0(θ̃)dθ̃.

In general, there is no simple rule to judge the sign of b(θ0), because θx varies with

θ and the sign of (1/p(θx)
2)′ thus may change. However, if the prior is monotonic

on the interval F−1((θ̃0 − h, θ̃0 + h)) then the sign of ( 1
p(θx)2

)′ is always the same as

the sign of ( 1
p(θ0)2

)′ and therefore, the sign of b(θ0) is the same as the sign of ( 1
p(θ0)2

)′.

This means that the bias and the local slope of the prior have opposite signs. It

implies that the bias is repulsive, i.e., away from the peak of the prior.

Additionally, in the small noise regime where the likelihood is sufficiently narrow,

the prior can always be approximated as being monotonic over the support of the

likelihood function. Due to the continuity of ( 1
p(θ)2

)′, we can approximate ( 1
p(θx)2

)′

by ( 1
p(θ0)2

)′ and thus write the bias as

b(θ0) ≈ C(
1

p(θ0)2
)′ , (3.17)
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where C is a positive constant.

The key assumption we made in the above derivation is that the average like-

lihood function Lθ0(θ̃) in the sensory space (θ̃) is symmetric. The dimensionality

of the measurement m is not important, i.e., m can be a scalar or a vector (e.g.

response vector of a neural population), as long as the assumption that Lθ0(θ̃) is

symmetric is approximately true.

Perceptual bias under more general conditions Under more general con-

ditions that include stimulus noise and/or different loss functions, the expected

perceptual bias can no longer be computed analytically. However, numerical solu-

tions can be computed for general conditions according to the encoding-decoding

cascade description of the proposed Bayesian observer model. In particular, we can

distinguish the effect of stimulus versus sensory noise (Fig. 3.4 and 3.6) by modeling

the sensory measurement m as

m = F (θ + δs) + δn , (3.18)

where δs represents the stimulus noise (expressed in stimulus space) and δn the

sensory noise (expressed in sensory space). We assumed the sensory noise to be

Gaussian (respectively, vonMises) distributed, and the stimulus noise to follow the

actual noise distributions used in the psychophysical experiments we modeled (often

Gaussian/vonMises distributed as well). The transformation F that imposes the
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Efficient coding constraint determines how the stimulus noise is mapped to the

sensory space (Eq. (3.8)). For any stimulus value θ0 the conditional probability

p(m|θ0) can be computed according to Eq. (3.18) and the specific noise distributions.

For each m, we can numerically compute the Bayesian estimator θ̂(m) according to

a specific loss function (L0, L1, L2) using Eq. (3.6). Finally, for any given stimulus

value θ0, the expected bias b(θ0) can be computed by marginalizing the estimate

θ̂(m) over the measurement distribution p(m|θ0) and then subtracting the true value

θ0, thus

b(θ0) =

∫
θ̂(m)p(m|θ0)dm− θ0 . (3.19)

Neural simulation We applied a little trick in order to generate three neural

populations that have different tuning characteristics yet match in their Fisher in-

formation J(θ) (up to a scaling factor) and satisfy the efficiency constraint Eq. (3.5).

We first generated the population in Fig. 3.8b by assuming that it consists of N = 20

neurons with wide and uniform tuning curves (vonMises distribution) whose pre-

ferred tuning follow an arbitrary density distribution d(θ) ∝ 1.2− | cos θ|. We then

computed the population Fisher information assuming independent Poisson noise,

and with Eq. (3.5) derived the stimulus distribution (i.e., the prior belief) p(θ)

(Fig. 3.8a). The tuning curves of the second population (Fig. 3.8c) were obtained

by re-parameterizing a set of homogeneous tuning curves through the cumulative

prior F (θ) as previously proposed [76, 77]. To create the third neural population

in (Fig. 3.8d), we started from a homogeneous set of tuning curves with relatively
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narrow tuning widths and adjusted the gain of individual neurons such that the

square-root of the population Fisher information matched the prior distribution.

Numerically, this is done via a non-negative least squares fit. These procedures

guarantees that all three populations have identical Fisher information (up to a

scale factor) and thus are efficient representations of the prior distribution. The

likelihoods shown in Fig. 3.8e,f,g represent the average likelihoods computed over

400 samples of the population responses for a fixed stimulus value θ0. The bi-

ases (Fig. 3.8h,i,j) are computed by drawing 10000 samples assuming independent

Poisson-spiking neuron models, and calculating the average bias of the Bayes’ least

squares estimator over the samples while exploiting the symmetry in the stimulus

distribution.

Data re-analysis The bias curves shown in Fig. 3.4e were obtained by re-analyzing

the data set presented by DeGardelle and colleagues [50]. In their experiments, stim-

ulus orientation was randomly sampled over the entire range (i.e., [0, 180] degs).

Bias was computed by averaging the trials over a sliding window (3 degs size). The

resulting bias b(θ) was then further smoothed with a boxcar filter with width w =

45 degs. We performed this analysis for four stimulus conditions corresponding to

stimulus presentation times of 40, 80, 160, and 1000ms. For these conditions, the

shape and amplitudes of the bias curves were robust with regard to the chosen bin

size and the width of the smoothing kernel. A fifth stimulus condition corresponding

to a presentation time of 20ms was excluded in our analysis because the amplitude
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of the bias curve was dependent on the bin size, making it impossible to reliably

determine the magnitude of the bias. The error bars for individual orientations θ0

in Fig. 3.4e represent the circular standard error, which was estimated based on the

data samples within the window [θ0 ± 22.5] degs. Relative bias shown in Fig. 3.5d

was calculated by taking the difference between the biases corresponding to the

160ms and 1000ms stimulus presentation conditions reported in Fig. 3.4e. The er-

ror bar in Fig. 3.5d was calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared

SEM in Fig. 3.4e (160ms and 1000ms conditions).
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Chapter 4

The sense of place: grid cells in

the brain and the transcendental

number e

4.1 Introduction

How does the brain represent space? Tolman[174] suggested that the brain must

have an explicit neural representation of physical space, a cognitive map, that sup-

ports higher brain functions such as navigation and path planning. The discovery of

place cells in the rat hippocampus [132, 133] suggested one potential locus for this

map. Place cells have spatially localized firing fields which reorganize dramatically

when the environment changes [117]. Another potential locus for the cognitive map
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of space has been uncovered in the main input to hippocampus, a structure known

as the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) [75, 86]. When rats freely explore a two

dimensional open environment, individual “grid cells” in the MEC display spatial

firing fields that form a periodic triangular grid which tiles space (Fig. 4.1A). It is

believed that grid fields provide relatively rigid coordinates on space based partly

on self-motion and partly on environmental cues [129]. The scale of grid fields varies

systematically along the dorso-ventral axis of the MEC (Fig. 4.1A)[86]. Recently it

was shown that grid cells are organized in discrete modules within which the cells

share the same orientation and periodicity, but vary randomly in phase [86, 164].

How does the grid system represent spatial location and what function does the

modular variation in grid scale serve? Here, we propose that the grid system pro-

vides a hierarchical representation of space where fine grids provide precise location

and coarse grids resolve ambiguity, and that the grids are organized to minimize

the number of neurons required to achieve the behaviorally necessary spatial reso-

lution. Consistent with studies of grid cell and place cell remapping, our analyses

assume that there is a behaviorally defined maximum range over which a fixed grid

represents locations[73]. Our hypotheses, together with general assumptions about

tuning curve shape and decoding mechanism, give a rationale for the triangular

lattice structure of two-dimensional grid cell firing maps and predict a geometric

progression of grid scales. Crucially, the theory further predicts that the ratio of

adjacent grid scales will be modestly variable within and between animals with a
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mean in the range 1.4 − 1.7 depending on the assumed decoding mechanism used

by the brain. With additional assumptions the theory also predicts that the ratio

between grid scale and individual grid field widths should lie in the same range.

These predictions naturally explain the structural parameters of grid cell modules

measured in rodents [11, 164, 81]. Our results follow from general principles, and

thus we expect similar organization of the grid system in other species. The the-

ory makes further predictions including: (a) the number of grid scales necessary to

support navigation over typical behavioral distances, (b) deficits in spatial behavior

that will obtain upon inactivating specific grid modules, and (c) the structure of

one and three dimensional grids that will be relevant to navigation in, e.g., bats.

Remarkably, in a simple decoding scheme, the scale ratio in an n-dimensional envi-

ronment is predicted to be close to n
√
e.

As we will explain, our results, and their apparent experimental confirmation

in [164], suggest that the grid system implements a two-dimensional neural analog

of a base-b number system. This provides an intuitive and powerful metaphor for

interpreting the representation of space in the entorhinal cortex.
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Figure 4.1: Representing place in the grid system. (A) Grid cells (small triangles)
in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) respond when the animal is in a triangular
lattice of physical locations (red circles) [75, 86]. The scale of periodicity (the “grid
scale”, λi) and the size of the regions evoking a response above a noise threshold (the
“grid field width”, li) vary modularly along the dorso-ventral axis of the MEC [86].
Grid cells within a module vary in the phase of their spatial response, but share the
same period and grid orientation (in two dimensions) [164]. (B) A simplified binary
grid scheme for encoding location along a linear track. At each scale (λi) there are
two grid cells (red vs. blue firing fields). The periodicity and grid field widths are
halved at each successive scale. (C) The binary scheme in (B) is ambiguous if the
grid field width at scale i exceeds the grid periodicity at scale i+ 1. E.g., if the grid
fields marked in red respond at scales i and i+ 1, the animal might be in either of
the two marked locations. (D) The grid system is composed of discrete modules,
each of which contains neurons with periodic tuning curves, and varying phase, in
space. (E) For a simple Winner-Take-All decoder (see main text) of the grids in
panel D, decoded position will be ambiguous unless li ≤ λi+1, analogously to panel
C (see text). Variants of this limitation occur in other decoding schemes.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 The setup

The key features of the grid system in the MEC are schematized in Fig. 4.1A. Grid

cells are organized in modules, and cells within a module share a common lattice

organization of their firing fields [11, 164]. These lattices have periods λ1 > λ2 >

· · ·λm, measured as the distance between nearest neighbor firing fields. It will prove

convenient to define “scale factors” ri = λi/λi+1 relating the periods of adjacent

scales. In each module, the grid firing fields (i.e. the connected spatial regions

that evoke firing) are compact (with a diameter denoted li) after thresholding for

activity above the noise level (see, e.g., [86]). Within any module, grid cells have a

variety of spatial phases so that at least one cell will respond at any physical location

(Fig. 4.1B,D). Grid modules with smaller field widths li provide more local spatial

information than those with larger scales. However, this increased spatial precision

comes at a cost: the correspondingly smaller periodicity λi of these modules leads to

increased ambiguity since there are more grid periods within a given spatial region

(e.g., see scale 3 in the schematic one dimensional grid in Fig. 4.1B,D. By contrast,

modules with large periods and field widths have less spatial precision, but also less

ambiguity (e.g. in scale 1 in Fig. 4.1B the red cell has only one firing field in the

environment and hence no ambiguity).

We propose that the Entorhinal cortex exploits this tradeoff to implement a
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hierarchical representation of space where large scales resolve ambiguity and small

scales provide precision. Consistently with existing data for one and two dimen-

sional grids [26, 11, 164], we will take the largest grid period λ1 to be comparable

to the range over which space is represented unambiguously by a fixed grid with-

out remapping [73]. (An alternative view, that the range might greatly exceed the

largest period, is addressed in the Discussion.) The spatial resolution of such a grid

can be measured by comparing the range of spatial representation set by the largest

period λ1 to the precision (related to the smallest grid field width lm) to quantify

how many distinct spatial “bins” can be resolved. We will assume that the required

resolution is set by the animal’s behavioral requirements.

4.2.2 Intuitions from a simplified model

What are the advantages of a multi-scale, hierarchical representation of physical

location? Consider an animal living in an 8m linear track and requiring spatial

precision of 1m to support its behavior. To develop intuition, consider a simple

model where location is represented in the animal’s brain by reliable neurons with

rectangular firing fields (e.g., Fig. 4.1B). The animal could achieve the required

resolution in a place coding scheme by having eight neurons tuned to respond when

the animal is in 1m wide, non-overlapping regions. Consider an alternative, the

idealized grid coding scheme in Fig. 4.1B. Here the two neurons at the largest scale

(λ1) have 4m wide tuning curves so that their responses just indicate the left and
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right halves of the track. The pairs of neurons at the next two scales have grid

field widths of 2m and 1m respectively and proportionally shorter periodicities as

well. These pairs successively localize the animal into 2m and 1m bins. All told

only 6 neurons are required, less than in the place coding scheme. This suggests

that grid schemes that integrate multiple scales of representation can encode space

more efficiently, i.e. with fewer neural resources. In the sensory periphery there is

evidence of selection for more efficient circuit architectures (e.g. [155]). If similar

selection operates in cortex, the experimentally measured grid architecture should

be predicted by maximizing the efficiency of the grid system given a behaviorally

determined range and resolution. Thus we seek to predict the key structural pa-

rameters of the grid system – the ratios ri = λi/λi+1 relating adjacent scales (which

need not be equal).

The need to avoid spatial ambiguity constrains the ratios ri. Again in our

simple model, consider Fig. 4.1C where the cells with the grid fields marked in red

respond at scales i and i+1. Then the animal might be in either of the two marked

locations. Avoiding ambiguity requires that λi+1, the period at scale i + 1, must

exceed li, the grid field width at scale i. Variants of this condition will recur in

the more realistic models that we will consider. Theoretically, one could resolve the

ambiguity in Fig. 4.1C by combining the responses of more grid modules, provided

they have mutually incommensurate periods [64, 162]. However, anatomical and

functional evidence suggests that place cells selectively read out contiguous subsets
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of Entorhinal grid modules along the dorso-ventral axis [180, 160]. For each of

these restricted readouts to provide a well-defined spatial map, ambiguities like

the one in Fig. 4.1C should be resolved at each scale. The hierarchical position

encoding schemes that we consider below embody this observation by seeking to

reduce position ambiguity at each scale, given the responses at larger scales.

4.2.3 Efficient grid coding in one dimension

How should the grid system be organized to minimize the resources required to rep-

resent location unambiguously with a given resolution? Consider a one dimensional

grid system that develops when an animal runs on a linear track. As described

above, the ith module is characterized by a period λi while the ratio of adjacent

periods is ri = λi/λi+1. Within any module, grid cells have periodic, bumpy re-

sponse fields with variety of spatial phases so that at least one cell responds at any

physical location (Fig. 4.1D). If d cells respond above the noise threshold at each

point, the number of grid cells ni in module i will be ni = dλi/li. We will take d,

the coverage factor to be the same in each module. In terms of these parameters,

the total number of grid cells is N =
∑m

i=1 ni =
∑m

i=1 d
λi
li

where m is the number of

grid modules. How should such a grid be organized to minimize the number of grid

cells required to achieve a given spatial resolution? The answer might depend on

how the brain decodes the grid system. Hence we will consider decoding methods

at extremes of decoding complexity, and show that they give similar answers for
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Figure 4.2: (A-D) Trade-off between precision and ambiguity in the probabilistic
decoder. (A) The probability of position x given the responses of all grid cells at
scales larger than module i is described by the distribution Qi−1(x) (black curve),
and the uncertainty in position is given by the standard deviation δi−1. The prob-
ability of position given just the responses in module i will be a periodic function
Pi(x) (green curve). (B) The probability distribution over position x after combin-
ing module i with all larger scales is Qi(x) ∼ Pi(x)Qi−1(x), and has reduced un-
certainty δi. (C) Precision can be improved by increasing the scale factor, thereby
narrowing the peaks of Pi(x). However, the periodicity shrinks as well, increasing
ambiguity. (D) The distribution over position Qi(x) from combining the modules
shown in C. Ambiguity from the secondary peaks leads to an overall uncertainty
δi larger than in B, despite the improved precision from the narrower central peak.
(E) The optimal ratio r between adjacent scales in a hierarchical grid system in one
dimension for a simple Winner-Take-All decoding model (blue curve, WTA) and
a probabilistic decoder (red curve). Here Nr is the number of neurons required to
represent space with resolution R given a scaling ratio r, and Nmin is the number of
neurons required at the optimum. In both decoding models, the ratio Nr/Nmin is
independent of resolution, R. For the Winner-Take-All model, Nr ∝ r/ ln r, while
the curve for the probabilistic model is derived numerically (mathematical details
in Supplementary Information). The Winner-Take-All model predicts r = e ≈ 2.7,
while the probabilistic decoder predicts r ≈ 2.3. The minima of the two curves
lie within each others’ shallow basins. (F) Same as E, but in two dimensions with
a triangular grid. The minima occur at r =

√
e ≈ 1.65 for Winner-Take-All and

r ≈ 1.4 for the probabilistic case (mathematical details in Supplementary Infor-
mation). The shallowness of the basins around these minima predicts that some
variability of adjacent scale ratios is tolerable, both within and between animals.
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the optimal grid.

First imagine a decoder which considers the animal as localized within the grid

fields of the most responsive cell in each module [38, 124]. A simple “winner-take-

all” (WTA) scheme of this kind can be easily implemented by neural circuits where

lateral inhibition causes the influence of the most responsive cell to dominate. A

maximally conservative decoder ignoring all information from other cells and from

the shape of the tuning curve (illustrated in Fig. 4.1E) could then take uncertainty

in spatial location to be equal to li. The smallest interval that can be resolved

in this way will be lm. We therefore quantify the resolution of the grid system

(the number of spatial bins that can be resolved) as the ratio of the largest to the

smallest scale, R1 = λ1/lm, which we assume to be large and fixed by the animal’s

behavior. In terms of scale factors ri = λi/λi+1, we can write the resolution as

R1 =
∏m

i=1 ri, where we also defined rm = λm/lm. As in our simplified model

above, unambiguous decoding requires that li ≤ λi+1 (Fig. 4.1C,E), or, equivalently,

λi
li
≥ ri. To minimize N = d

∑
i λi/li, all the λi

li
should be as small as possible; so

this fixes λi
li

= ri. Thus we are reduced to minimizing the sum N = d
∑m

i=1 ri over

the parameters ri, while fixing the product R1 =
∏

i ri. Because this problem is

symmetric under permutation of the indices i, the optimal ri turn out to all be

equal, allowing us to set ri = r (Supplementary Material, Sec. 2). This is our first

prediction: (1) the ratios between adjacent periods will be constant. The constraint

on resolution then gives m = logr R, so that we seek to minimize N(r) = d r logr R1
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with respect to r: the solution is r = e (Fig. 4.2E; Supplementary Material). This

gives a second prediction: (2) the ratio of adjacent grid periods should be close to

r = e. Therefore, for each scale i, λi = e λi+1 and λi = e li. This gives a third

prediction: (3) the ratio of the grid period and the grid field width will be constant

across modules, and be close to the scale ratio.

More generally, in winner-take-all decoding schemes, the local uncertainty in the

animal’s location in grid module i will be proportional to the grid field width li.

The proportionality constant will will be a function f(d) of the coverage factor d

that depends on the tuning curve shape. Thus, the uncertainty will be f(d) li. Un-

ambiguous decoding at each scale requires that λi+1 ≥ f(d)li. The smallest interval

that can be resolved in this way will be f(d) lm, and this sets the positional accu-

racy of the decoding scheme. Finally we require that λ1 > L where L is a scale big

enough to ensure that the grid code resolves positions over a sufficiently large range.

Behavioral requirements fix the required positional accuracy and range. The opti-

mal grid satisfying these constraints is derived in the Supplementary Information.

Again, the adjacent modules are organized in a geometric progression and the ratio

between adjacent periods is predicted to be e. However, the ratio between the grid

period and grid field width in each module depends on the specific model through

the function f(d). Thus, within winner-take-all decoding schemes, the constancy

of the scale ratio, the value of the scale ratio, and the constancy of the ratio of

grid period to field width are parameter-free predictions, and therefore furnish tests
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of theory. If the tests succeed, f(d) can be matched to data to constrain possible

mechanisms used by the brain to decode the grid system.

What do we predict for a general decoding scheme that optimally pools all the

information available in the responses of cells within and between modules? Sta-

tistically, the best we can do is to use all these responses, which may individually

be noisy, to find a probability distribution over physical locations that can then

inform subsequent behavioral decisions. Thus the population response at each scale

i gives rise to a likelihood function over location P (x|i), which will have the same

periodicity λi as the individual grid cells’ firing rates (Fig. 4.2A). This likelihood

explicitly captures the uncertainty in location given the tuning and noise character-

istics of the neural population in the module i. Because there are scores of neurons

in each grid module [164], P (x|i) can approximated as a periodic sum of Gaussians

without making restrictive assumptions about the shapes of the tuning curves of

individual grid cells. The standard deviations of the peaks in P (x|i), which we call

σi, depend on the tuning curve shape and response noise of individual grid cells,

and will decrease as the coverage factor d increases. To have even coverage of space,

the number of grid phases, and thus grid cells in a module, must be uniformly dis-

tributed so that equally reliable posterior distributions can be formed at each point

in the unit cell of the module response.

This requires that the number of cells (and phases) in the module should be

proportional to the ratio λi
σi

. Summing over modules, the total number of grid cells
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will be N ∝ ∑m
i=1

λi
σi

. The composite posterior given all m scales and a uniform

prior over positions, Qm(x), will be given by the product Qm(x) ∝ Πm
i=1P (x|i), as-

suming independent response noise across scales (Fig. 4.2B). The animal’s overall

uncertainty about its position depends on the standard deviation δm of the com-

posite posterior distribution Qm(x). Setting δ0 to be the uncertainty in location

without using any grid responses at all, we can quantify resolution as R = δ0/δm.

In this framework, there is a precision-ambiguity tradeoff controlled by the scale

factors ri. The larger these ratios, the more rapidly grid field widths shrink in

successive modules, thus increasing precision and reducing the number of modules,

and hence grid cells, required to achieve a given resolution. However, if the periods

of adjacent scales shrink too quickly, the composite posterior Qi(x) will develop

prominent side-lobes (Fig. 4.2C,D) making decoding ambiguous as reflected in a

large standard deviation δi of the composite posterior distribution (Fig. 4.2B,D).

This ambiguity could be avoided by shrinking the width of Qi−1(x) – however,

this would require increasing the number of neurons n1, · · ·ni−1 in the modules

1 · · · i − 1. Ambiguity can also be avoided by having a smaller scale ratio (so that

the side lobes of the posterior P (x|i) of module i do not penetrate the central lobe

of the composite posterior Qi−1(x) of modules 1 · · · i−1. But reducing the the scale

ratios to reduce ambiguity increases the number of modules necessary to achieve

the required resolution, and hence increases the number of grid cells. This sets up

a tradeoff – increasing the scale ratios reduces the number of modules to achieve
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a fixed resolution, but requires more neurons in each module; reducing the scale

ratios permits the use of fewer grid cells in each module, but increases the number

of required modules. Optimizing this tradeoff (analytical and numerical details in

Supplementary Information; Fig. 2E) predicts: (1) A constant scale ratio between

the periods of each grid module, and (2) An optimal ratio r ≈ 2.3, slightly smaller

than, but close to the winner-take-all value, e. The theory also predicts a fixed ratio

between grid period λi and posterior likelihood width σi. However, the relationship

between σi and the more readily measurable grid field width li depends on a variety

of parameters including the tuning curve shape, noise level and neuron density.

Why is the predicted scale factor based on the probabilistic decoder somewhat

smaller than the prediction based on the winner-take-all analysis? In the proba-

bilistic analysis, when the likelihood is combined across modules, there will be side

lobes arising from the periodic peaks of the likelihood derived from module i multi-

plying the tails of the Gaussian arising from the previous modules. These side lobes

increase location ambiguity (measured by the standard deviation δi of the overall

likelihood). Reducing the scale factor reduces the height of side lobes because the

secondary peaks from module i move further into the tails of the Gaussian derived

from the previous modules. Thus, conceptually, the optimal probabilistic scale fac-

tor is smaller than the winner-take-all case in order to suppress side lobes that arise

in the combined likelihood across modules (Fig. 4.2). Such side lobes were absent in

the winner-take-all analysis. The theory also predicts a fixed ratio between grid pe-
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riod λi and posterior likelihood width σi. However, the relationship between σi and

the more readily measurable grid field width li depends on a variety of parameters

including the tuning curve shape, noise level and neuron density.

The minima for both the probabilistic decoder and the winner-take-all decoder

are shallow (Fig. 4.2E), so that the scaling ratio r may lie anywhere within a basin

around the optimum at the cost of a small number of additional neurons. Even

though our two decoding strategies lie at extremes of complexity (one relying just

on the most active cell at each scale and another optimally pooling information

in the grid population) their respective “optimal intervals” substantially overlap.

That these two very different models make overlapping predictions suggests that our

theory is robust to variations in the detailed shape of grid cells’ grid fields and the

precise decoding model used to read their responses. Moreover, such considerations

also suggest that these coding schemes have the capacity to tolerate developmental

noise: different animals could develop grid systems with slightly different scaling

ratios, without suffering a large loss in efficiency.

4.2.4 General grid coding in two dimensions

How do these results extend to two dimensions? Let λi be the distance between

nearest neighbor peaks of grid fields of width li (Fig. 4.1A). Assume in addition that

a given cell responds on a lattice whose vertices are located at the points λi(nu +

mv), where n,m are integers and u,v are linearly independent vectors generating
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Figure 4.3: (A) Circular firing fields in a two dimensional grid scheme. (B) A
general two-dimensional lattice is parameterized by two vectors u and v and a
periodicity parameter λi. Take u to be a unit vector, so that the spacing between
peaks along the u direction is λi, and denote the two components of v by v‖, v⊥.
The blue-bordered region is a fundamental domain of the lattice, the largest spatial
region that can be unambiguously represented. (C) The two dimensional analog
of the ambiguity in Fig. 1C, E for the winner-take-all decoder. If the grid fields
in scale i are too close to each other relative to the size of the grid field of scale
i− 1 (i.e. li−1), the animal might be in one of several locations. (D) Contour plot
of normalized neuron number N/Nmin in the probabilistic decoder, as a function
of the grid geometry parameters v⊥, v‖ after minimizing over the scale factors for
fixed resolution R. As in Fig. 2E,F, the normalized neuron number is independent
of R. The spacing between contours is 0.01, and the asterisk labels the minimum
at v‖ = 1/2, v⊥ =

√
3/2; this corresponds to the triangular lattice.
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the lattice (Fig. 4.3B). We may take u to have unit length (|u| = 1) without

loss of generality, however |v| 6= 1 in general. It will prove convenient to denote

the components of v parallel and perpendicular to u by v‖ and v⊥, respectively

(Fig. 4.3B). The two numbers v‖, v⊥ quantify the geometry of the grid and are

additional parameters that we may optimize over: this is a primary difference from

the one-dimensional case. We will assume that v‖ and v⊥ are independent of scale;

this still allows for relative rotation between grids at different scales. At each scale,

grid cells have different phases so that at least one cell responds at each physical

location. The minimal number of phases required to cover space is computed by

dividing the area of the unit cell of the grid (λ2
i ||u × v|| = λ2

i |v⊥|) by the area

of the grid field. As in the one-dimensional case, we define a coverage factor d as

the number of neurons covering each point in space, giving for the total number of

neurons N = d|v⊥|
∑

i(λi/li)
2.

As before, consider a situation where grid fields thresholded for noise lie com-

pletely within compact regions and assume a simple decoder which selects the most

activated cell and does not take tuning curve shape into account [38, 124, 49]. In

such a model, each scale i simply serves to localize the animal within a circle of

diameter li. The spatial resolution is summarized by the square of the ratio of the

largest scale λ1 to the smallest scale lm: R2 = (λ1/lm)2. In terms of the scale factors

r̃i = λi/λi+1 we write R2 =
∏m

i=1 r̃
2
i , where we also define r̃m = λm/lm. To decode

the position of an animal unambiguously, each cell at scale i + 1 should have at
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most one grid field within a region of diameter li. We therefore require that the

shortest lattice vector of the grid at scale i has a length greater than li−1, in order

to avoid ambiguity (Fig. 4.3C). We wish to minimize N , which will be convenient

to express as N = d|v⊥|
∑

i r̃
2
i (λi+1/li)

2. There are two kinds of contributions here

to the number of neurons – the factors r̃2
i are constrained by the overall resolution

of the grid, while, as we will see, the combination |v⊥|(λi+1/li)
2 measures a packing

density of discs placed on the grid lattice. This suggests that we separate the min-

imization of neuron number into first optimizing the lattice, and then optimizing

ratios. After doing so, we can check that the result is the global optimum.

To obtain the optimal lattice geometry, we can ignore the resolution constraint,

as it depends only on the scale factors and not the grid geometry. We may then

exploit an equivalence between our optimization problem and the optimal circle-

packing problem. To see this connection, consider placing disks of diameter li on

each vertex of the grid at scale i+ 1. In order to avoid ambiguity, all points of the

grid i+ 1 must be separated by at least li: equivalently, the disks must not overlap.

The density of disks is proportional to l2i /(λ
2
i+1|v⊥|), which is proportional to the

reciprocal of each term in N . Therefore, minimizing neuron number amounts to

maximizing the packing density; and the no-ambiguity constraint requires that the

disks do not overlap. This is the optimal circle packing problem, and its solution

in two dimensions is known to be the triangular lattice [173], so v‖ = 1/2 and

v⊥ =
√

3/2. Furthermore, the grid spacing should be as small as allowed by the
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no-ambiguity constraint, giving λi+1 = li.

We have now reduced the problem to minimizing N = d
√

3
2

∑
i r̃

2
i , over the scale

factors r̃i, while fixing the resolution R2. This optimization problem is mathemati-

cally the same as in one dimension if we formally set ri ≡ r̃2
i . This gives the optimal

ratio r̃2
i = e for all i (Fig. 4.2F). We conclude that in two dimensions, the optimal

ratio of neighboring grid periodicities is
√
e ≈ 1.65 for the simple winner-take-all

decoding model, and the optimal lattice is triangular.

The optimal probabilistic decoding model from above can also be extended to

two dimensions with the posterior distributions P (x|i) becoming sums of Gaussians

with peaks on the two-dimensional lattice. In analogy with the one-dimensional

case, we then derive a formula for the resolutionR2 = λ1/δm in terms of the standard

deviation δm of the posterior given all scales. δm may be explicitly calculated as a

function of the scale factors r̃i and the geometric factors v‖, v⊥, and the minimization

of neuron number may then be carried out numerically (Supplementary Material).

In this approach the optimal scale factor turns out to be r̃i ≈ 1.4 (Fig. 4.2F), and

the optimal lattice is again triangular (Fig. 4.3D). Attractor network models of grid

formation readily produce triangular lattices [28]; our analysis suggests that this

architecture is functionally beneficial in reducing the required number of neurons.

Once again, the optimal scale factors in both decoding approaches lie within

overlapping shallow basins, indicating that our proposal is robust to variations in

grid field shape and to the precise decoding algorithm (Fig. 4.2F). In two dimensions,
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the required neuron number will be no more than 5% of the minimum if the scale

factor is within the range (1.43, 1.96) for the winner-take-all model and the range

(1.28, 1.66) for the probabilistic model. These “optimal intervals” are narrower than

in the one-dimensional case, and have substantial overlap.

In summary, for 2-d case, the theory predicts that: (1) the ratios between

adjacent scales should be a constant; (2) The optimal scaling constant is
√
e ≈ 1.65

in a simple WTA decoding model, and it is ≈ 1.4. in a probabilistic decoding model;

(3) The predictions off optimal grid field width depends on the specific decoding

methods. (4) The grid lattice should be a triangular lattice.

4.2.5 Comparison to experiment

Our predictions agree with experiment [11, 81, 164] (see Supplementary Material for

details of the data re-analysis). Specifically, Barry et al., 2007 (Fig. 4.4A) reported

the grid periodicities measured at three locations along the dorso-ventral axis of of

the MEC in rats and found ratios of ∼ 1, ∼ 1.7 and ∼ 2.5 ≈ 1.6 × 1.6 relative

to the smallest period[11] . The ratios of adjacent scales reported in [11] had a

mean of 1.64± 0.09 (mean ± std. dev., n = 6), which almost precisely matches the

mean scale factor of
√
e predicted from the winner-take-all decoding model, and is

also consistent with the probabilistic decoding model. In another study[108], the

scale ratio between the two smaller grid scales, measured by the ratio between the

grid frequencies, is reported to be ∼ 1.57 in one animal. Recent analysis based
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Figure 4.4: (A) Our models predict grid scaling ratios that are consistent with ex-
periment. ‘WTA’ (Winner-Take-All) and ‘probabilistic’ represent predictions from
two decoding models; the dot is the scaling ratio minimizing the number of neurons,
and the bars represent the interval within which the neuron number will be no more
than 5% higher than the minimum. For the experimental data, the dot represents
the mean measured scale ratio and the error bars represent ± one standard devi-
ation. Data were replotted from [11, 164]. The dashed red line shows a consensus
value running through the two theoretical predictions and the two experimental
datasets. (B) The mean ratio between grid periodicity (λi) and the diameter of
grid fields (li) in mice (data from [81]). Error bars indicate ± one S.E.M. For both
wild type mice and HCN knockouts (which have larger grid periodicities) the ratio
is consistent with

√
e (dashed red line). (C) The response lattice of grid cells in

rats forms an equilateral triangular lattice with 60◦ angles between adjacent lattice
edges (replotted from [86], n = 45 neurons from 6 rats). Dots represent outliers, as
reported in [86].
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on a larger data set [164] confirms the geometric progression of the grid scales in

individual animals over four modules. The mean ratio between adjacent scales is

1.42 ± 0.17 (mean ± std. dev., n = 24) in that data set, accompanied by modest

variability within and between animals. These measurements again match both our

models (Fig. 4.4A). The optimal grid was triangular in both of our models, again

matching measurements (Fig. 4.4C) [86, 129, 164].

A recent study measured the ratio between grid periodicity and grid field size

to be 1.63 ± 0.035 (mean ± S.E.M., n = 48) in wild type mice[81]. This ratio

was unchanged, 1.66 ± 0.03 (mean ± S.E.M., n = 86), in HCN1 knockout strains

whose absolute grid periodicities increased relative to the wild type[81]. Such mea-

surements are consistent with the prediction of the simple Winner-Take-All model,

which predicts a ratio between grid period and grid field width of λi/li =
√
e ≈ 1.65.

(Fig. 4.4B).

4.3 Discussion

We have shown that a grid system with a discrete set of periodicities, as found in the

Entorhinal cortex, should use a common scale factor r between modules to represent

spatial location with the fewest neurons. In other words, the periods of grid modules

should be organized in a geometric progression. In one dimension, this organization

may be thought of intuitively as implementing a neural analog of a base-b number

system. Roughly, the largest scale localizes the animal into a coarse region of the
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environment and finer scales successively subdivide the region into b “bins”. For

example, suppose that the largest scale has one firing field in the environment

and that b = 2, so that subsequent scales subdivide this firing field into halves

(Fig. 4.1A,B). Then, keeping track of which half the animal occupies at each scale

gives a binary encoding of location. This is just like a binary number system being

used to encode a number representing the location. Our problem of minimizing

neuron number while fixing resolution is analogous to minimizing the product of the

number of digits and the number of decimal places (which we can term complexity)

needed to represent a given range R of integers in a base-b number system. The

complexity is approximately C ∼ b logbR. What “base” minimizes the complexity

of the representation? We can compute this by evaluating the extremum ∂C/∂b = 0,

and find that the optimum is at b = e (details in Supplementary Material). Our

full theory is a generalization of this simple fixed-base representational scheme for

numbers to noisy neurons encoding two-dimensional location. It is remarkable that

natural selection seems to have reached such efficient solutions for encoding location.

Our theory quantitatively predicted the ratios of adjacent scales within the

variability tolerated by the models and by the data (Fig. 4.4). Further tests of our

theory are possible. For example, a direct generalization of our reasoning says that

in n-dimensions the optimal ratio between grid scales for winner-take-all decoding

is n
√
e (as compared to

√
e in two dimensions). The three dimensional case is

possibly relevant to the grid system in, e.g., bats [187, 186]. Robustly, for any given
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decoding scheme, our theory would predict a smaller scaling ratio for 3d grids than

for 2d grids. The packing density argument given above for two dimensional lattice

structure, when generalized to three dimensions, would predict a face center cubic

lattice. Bats are known to have 2d grids when crawling on surfaces [187] and if they

also have a 3d grid system when flying, similar to their place cell system [186], our

predictions for three dimensional grids can be directly tested. In general, the theory

can be tested by comprehensive population recordings of grid cells along the dorso-

ventral axis for animals moving in one, two and three dimensional environments.

Our theory also predicts a logarithmic relationship between the natural behav-

ioral range and the number of grid modules. To estimate the number of mod-

ules, m, required for a given resolution R2 via the approximate relationship m =

logR2/ log r̃2. Assuming that the animal must be able to represent an environment

of area ∼ (10 m)2 (e.g. [47]), with a positional accuracy on the scale of the rat’s

body size, ∼ (10 cm)2, we get a resolution of R2 ∼ 104. Together with the predicted

two-dimensional scale factor r̃, this gives m ≈ 10 as an order-of-magnitude esti-

mate. Indeed, in [164], 4-5 modules were discovered in recordings spanning up to

50% of the dorsoventral extent of MEC; extrapolation gives a total module number

consistent with our estimate.

How many grid cells do we predict in total? Consider the simplest case where

grid cells are independent encoders of position in two dimensions. Our likelihood

analysis (see Sec. 3 of Supplementary Information for details) gives the number of
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neurons as N = mc(λ/σ)2 where m is the number of modules and c is constant. In

detail, c is determined by factors like the tuning curve shape of individual neurons

and their firing rates, but broadly what matters is the typical number of spikes

K that a neuron emits during a sampling time, because this will control the pre-

cision with which location can be inferred from a single cell’s response. General

considerations [48] indicate that c will be proportional to 1/K. We can estimate

that if a rat runs at ∼ 50 cm/s and covers ∼ 1 cm in a sampling time, then a grid

cell firing at 10Hz [164] gives K ∼ 1/5. Using our prediction that the number of

modules will be ∼ 10 and that λ/σ ≈ 5.3 in the optimal grid (see Supplementary

Section 3), we get Nest ≈ 1400. This estimate assumed independent neurons and

that the decoder of the grid system will efficiently use all the information in every

grid cell’s response. This is unlikely to be the case. Given homogeneous positive

noise correlations within a grid module, which will arise naturally if grid cells are

formed by an attractor mechanism, the required number of neurons could be an

order of magnitude higher [161, 5]. Thus, in round numbers, we estimate that our

theory requires something in the range of ∼ 1400− 14000 grid cells.

Are there so many grid cells in the Medial Entorhinal Cortex? In fact, we need

this number of grid cells separately in Layer II and Layer III of the MEC since

these regions likely maintain separate grid codes. (To see this, recall that Layers II

and III project largely to the dentate gyrus and CA1 respectively [167, 56], while

the place map in CA1 survives lesions of the dentate input to CA1 via CA3 [25].)
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Physiological studies [150] have shown that only about 10% of the cells in MEC are

Layer II grid cells, and another 10% are Layer III grid cells. Cells that have weak

responsiveness during spatial tasks are probably undersampled in such experiments

and so the real proportion of grid cells is likely to be somewhat smaller. Other

studies [130] have shown that MEC has ∼ 105 neurons. Thus we can estimate that

Layer II and Layer III each contain some 5000−10000 grid cells. This is well within

the predicted theoretical range.

Our analysis assumed that grid code is hierarchical, with large grids resolving

the spatial ambiguity created by the multiple firing fields of the small grids that

deliver precision of location. Recall that place cells are thought to provide one

readout of the grid system. Anatomical evidence [180] shows that the projections

from the mEC to the hippocampus are restricted along the dorso-ventral axis, so

that a given place cell receives input from perhaps a quarter of the mEC. The data

of Stensola et al. [164] show additionally that the dorsal mEC is impoverished

in large grid modules. Together with the anatomy [180], the hierarchical view of

location coding that we have proposed then predicts that dorsal place cells should

be revealed to have multiple place fields in large environments because their spatial

ambiguities will not be fully resolved at larger scales. Preliminary evidence for this

prediction has appeared in [62, 143].

We assumed that the largest scales of grid module should be roughly comparable

to the behavioral range of the animal. This is consistent with the existing data
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on grid modules [164] and with measurements in the largest environments tested

so far [26] (periods at least as large as 10m in an 18m track). To accommodate

very large environments, grids could either increase their scale (as reported at least

transiently in [11, 164]) or could segment the environment into large sections [53, 52]

across which remapping occurs [73]. These predictions can be tested in detail by

exploring spatial coding in natural environments of behaviorally appropriate size

and complexity. In fact, ethological studies have indicated a typical homing rate of

a few tens of meters for rats with significant variation between strains [47, 68, 168,

156, 22] . Our theory predicts that the period of the largest grid module and the

number of modules will be correlated with homing range.

In our theory, we took the coverage factor d (the number of grid fields overlapping

a given point in space) to be the same for each module. In fact, experimental

measurements have not yet established whether this parameter is constant, or varies

between modules. How would a varying d affect our results? The answer depends

on the dimension of the grid. In two dimensions, if neurons have weakly correlated

noise, modular variation of the coverage factor does not affect the optimal grid

at all. This is because the coverage factor cancels out of all relevant formulae,

a coincidence of two dimensions (see Sec. 3 of the Supplementary Material, and

p. 112 of [48]). In one and three dimensions, variation of d between modules will

have an effect on the optimal ratios between the variable modules. Thus, if the

coverage factor is found to vary between grid modules for animals navigating one
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and three dimensions, our theory can be tested by comparing its predictions for the

corresponding variations in grid scale factors. Similarly, even in two dimensions, if

noise is correlated between grid cells, then variability in d can affect our predicted

scale factor. This provides another avenue for testing our theory.

The simple winner-take-all model assuming compact grid fields predicted a ratio

of field width to grid period that matched measurements in both wild-type and

HCN1 knockout mice [81]. Since the predicted grid field width is model dependent,

the match with the simple WTA prediction might be providing a hint concerning

the method the brain uses to read the grid code. Additional data on this ratio

parameter drawn from multiple grid modules may serve to distinguish and select

between potential decoding models for the grid system. The probabilistic model

did not make a direct prediction about grid field width; it instead worked with the

standard deviation of the posterior P (x | i), σi. This parameter is predicted to be

σi = 0.19λi in two dimensions (see Supplementary Material). This prediction could

be tested behaviorally by comparing discrimination thresholds for location to the

period of the smallest module. The standard deviation σi can also be related to the

noise, neural density and tuning curve shape in each module [48].

Previous work by Fiete, Burak and Brookings [64] proposed that the grid system

is organized to represent very large ranges in space by exploiting the incommensu-

rability (i.e. lack of common rational factors) of different grid periods. As originally

proposed, the grid scales in this scheme were not hierarchically organized (as we now
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know they are [164]) but were of similar magnitude, and hence it was particularly

important to suggest a scheme where a large spatial range could be represented

using grids with small and similar periods. Using all the scales together [64] argued

that it is easy to generate ranges of representation that are much larger than neces-

sary for behavior, and Sreenivasan and Fiete argued that the excess capacity could

be used for error correction over distances relevant for behavior [162]. However, re-

cent experiments tell us that there is a hierarchy of scales [164] which should make

the representation of behaviorally plausible range of 20-100m easily accessible in

the alternative hierarchical coding scheme that we have proposed. Nevertheless, we

have checked that the optimal grid scheme predicted by our theory, if decoded in

the fashion of [64], can represent space over ranges longer than the largest scale (see

Supplementary Information) at some excess cost in the number of neurons. It could

be that animals sometimes exploit this excess capacity either for error correction

or to avoid remapping over a range larger than the period of the largest grid. That

said, experiments do tell us that remapping occurs readily over relatively small

(meter length) scales at least for dorsal (small scale) place cells and grid cells [73]

in tasks that involve spatial cues.

Our hierarchical grid scheme makes distinctive predictions for the effects of

selective lesions of grid modules (details in Supplementary Material). We predict

that lesioning the modules with small periods will expand place field widths, while

lesioning modules with large periods will lead to increased firing at locations outside
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the main place field, at scales set by the missing module. Our prediction is supported

by a recent study demonstrating effects of lesions including dorsal mEC on place

field widths in small environments [87]. Similar effects are predicted for any decoder

of a lesioned hierarchical grid system – thus animals with lesions to fine grid modules

will show less precision in spatial behavior, while animals with lesions to large grid

modules will confound well-separated locations. In contrast, in a non-hierarchical

grid scheme with similar but incommensurate periods, lesions of any module lead

to the appearance of multiple place fields at many scales for each place cell.

Mathis et al. [126, 125] studied the resolution and representational capacity of

grid codes vs. place codes. They found that grid codes have exponentially greater

capacity to represent locations than place codes with the same number of neurons.

Furthermore, [126] predicted that in one dimension a geometric progression of grids

that is self-similar at each scale minimizes the asymptotic error in recovering an

animal’s location given a fixed number of neurons. Using numerical simulations,

they analyzed the dependence of the decoding error on the grid scale factor and

found that, in their theory, the optimal scale factor depends on “the number of

neurons per module and peak firing rate” and, relatedly, on the “tolerable level of

error” during decoding [126]. Our results, which arise from a different formulation

of coding precision and resolution, are consistent with these results but additionally

allow us to predict structural parameters of the system such as the grid scale factor

for spatial coding in different dimensions. These predictions can be directly tested
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in experiments.

There is a long history in the study of sensory coding, especially vision, of

identifying efficiency principles underlying neural circuits and codes starting with

[10]. Our results constitute evidence that such principles might also operate in the

organization of cognitive circuits processing non-sensory variables. Furthermore, the

existence of an efficiency argument for grid organization of spatial coding suggests

that grid systems may be universal amongst the vertebrates, and not just a rodent

specialization. In fact, there is evidence that humans [54, 94] and other primates

[102] also have grid systems. We expect that our predicted scaling of the grid

modules also holds in humans and other primates.
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4.4 Supplementary Materials

Optimizing a “base-b” representation of one-dimensional

space

Suppose that we want to resolve location with a precision l in a track of length L.

In terms of the resolution R = L/l, we argued in the Discussion of the main text

that a “base-b” hierarchical neural coding scheme will roughly require N = b logbR

neurons. To derive the optimal base (i.e. the base that minimizes the number of

the neurons), we evaluate the extremum ∂N/∂b = 0:

∂N/∂b =
∂(b logbR)

∂b
=
∂( b lnR

lnb
)

∂b
= lnR

ln b− 1

(ln b)2
(4.1)

Setting ∂N/∂b = 0 gives ln b−1 = 0. Therefore the number of neurons is extremized

when b = e. It is easy to check that this is a minimum. Of course, the base of a

number system is usually take to be an integer, so the argument should be taken

as motivating the more detailed treatment of neural representations of space in the

main text. Neurons, are of course not constrained to organize the periodicity of

their tuning curves in integer ratios.
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Optimizing the grid system: winner-take-all de-

coder

Deriving the optimal grid

We saw in the main text that, for a winner-take-all decoder, the problem of de-

riving the optimal ratios of adjacent grid scales in one dimension is equivalent to

minimizing the sum of a set of numbers (N = d
∑m

i=1 ri) while fixing the product

(R1 =
∏m

i=1 ri) to take the value R. Mathematically, it is equivalent to minimize

N while fixing lnR1. When N is large we can treat it as a continuous variable and

use the method of Lagrange multipliers as follows. First,we construct the auxiliary

function H(r1 · · · rN , β) = N − β (lnR1 − lnR) and then extremize H with respect

to each ri and β. Extremizing with respect to ri gives

∂H

∂ri
= d− β

ri
= 0 =⇒ ri =

β

d
≡ r . (4.2)

Next, extremizing with respect to β to implement the constraint on the resolution

gives

∂H

∂β
= lnR1 − lnR = m ln r − lnR = 0 =⇒ r = R1/m (4.3)

Having thus implemented the constraint that lnR1 = lnR , it follows that H =

N = dmR1/m. Alternatively, solving for m in terms of r, we can write H =

d r (lnR) / ln r) = d r logr R. It remains to minimize the number of cells N with
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respect to r,

∂H

∂r
= d lnR

[
1

ln r
−
(

1

ln r

)2
]

= 0 =⇒ ln r = 1 (4.4)

This is in turn implies our result

r = e (4.5)

for the optimal ratio between adjacent scales in a hierarchical, grid coding scheme

for position in one dimension, using a winner-take-all decoder.

In this argument we employed the sleight of hand that N and m can be treated as

continuous variables, which is approximately valid when N is large. This condition

obtains if the required resolution R is large. A more careful argument is given below

that preserves the integer character of N and m.

Integer N and m: Above we used Lagrange multipliers to enforce the constraint

on resolution and to bound the scale ratios to avoid ambiguity while minimizing the

number of neurons required by a Winner-Take-All decoding model of grid systems.

Here we will carry out this minimization while recognizing that the number of neu-

rons is an integer. First, consider the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality

which states that, for a set of non-negative real numbers, x1, x2, ..., xm, the following

holds:

(x1 + x2 + ...+ xm)/m ≥ (x1x2...xm)1/m , (4.6)
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with equality if and only if all the xi’s are equal. Applying this inequality, it is

easy to see that to minimize
∑m

i=1 ri, all of the ri should be equal. We denote this

common value as r, and we can write r = R1/m.

Therefore, we have

N = d
m∑
i=1

r = mdR1/m (4.7)

Suppose R = ez+ε, where z is an integer, and ε ∈ [0, 1). By taking the first derivative

of N with respect to m, and setting it to zero, we find that N is minimized when

m = z + ε. However, since m is an integer the minimum will be achieved either at

m = z or m = z + 1. (Here we used the fact mR1/m is monotonically increasing

between 0 and z + ε and is monotonically decreasing between z + ε and ∞.) Thus,

minimizing N requires either

r = (ez+ε)
1
z = e

z+ε
z or r = (ez+ε)

1
z+1 = e

z+ε
z+1 . (4.8)

In either case, when z is large (and therefore R, N and m are large), r → e. This

shows that when the resolution R is sufficiently large, the total number of neurons

N is minimized when ri ≈ e for all i.
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Optimal winner-take-all grids: general formulation

As described in the main text, we wish to choose the grid system parameters {λi, li},

1 ≤ i ≤ m, as well as the number of scales m, to minimize neuron number:

N = d

m∑
i=1

λi
li
, (4.9)

where d is the fixed coverage factor in each module, while constraining the positional

accuracy of the grid system and the range of representation. We can take the

positional accuracy to be proportional to the grid field width of the smallest module.

This gives

c1 lm = A (4.10)

To give a sufficiently large range of representation in our hierarchical scheme we

will require that

λ1 ≥ L (4.11)

Following the main text, to eliminate ambiguity at each scale we need that

λi+1 ≥ c2 li (4.12)

where c2 depends on the tuning curve shape and coverage factor (written as f(d)

in the main text).

We will first fix m and solve for the remaining parameters, then optimize over
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m in a subsequent step. Optimization problems subject to inequality constraints

may be solved by the method of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [109]. We

first form the Lagrange function,

L = d
∑
i

λi
li

+ α(c1 lm − A)− β0(λ1 − L)−
K−1∑
i=1

βi(λi+1 − c2 li). (4.13)

The KKT conditions include that the gradient of L with respect to {λi, li} vanish,

∂L
∂lm

= c1α− d
λm
l2m

= 0 (4.14)

∂L
∂li

= c2βi − d
λi
l2i

= 0 i < m (4.15)

∂L
∂λi

=
d

li
− βi−1 = 0, (4.16)

together with the “complementary slackness” conditions,

β0(λ1 − L) = 0 (4.17)

βi(λi+1 − c2 li) = 0. (4.18)

.

From Eqns. (4.15 – 4.16), we obtain:

βi =
d

c

λi
l2i

=
d

li+1

. (4.19)
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It follows that βi 6= 0, and so the complementary slackness conditions give:

λ1 = L (4.20)

λi = c2 li−1. (4.21)

Substituting this result into Eqn. 4.19 yields,

ri ≡
li−1

li
=

li
li+1

= ri+1, (4.22)

i.e., the scale factor r is the same for all modules. Once we obtain a value for r,

Eqns. (4.20 – 4.22) yield values for all λi and li. Since the resolution constraint

may now be rewritten,

A = c1r
−mL, (4.23)

we have m = ln(c1 L/A)/ ln r. Therefore, r determines m and so minimizing N over

m is equivalent to minimizing over r. Expressing N entirely in terms of r gives,

N = d c2 ln(c1L/A)
ln r

r
. (4.24)

Optimizing with respect to r gives the result r = e, independent of d, c1, c2, L, and

R.
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Optimizing the grid system: probabilistic decoder

Consider a probabilistic decoder of the grid system that pools all the information

available in the population of neurons in each module by forming the posterior dis-

tribution over position given the neural activity. In this general setting, we assume

that the firing of different grid cells is weakly correlated, that noise is homogeneous,

and that the tuning curves in each module i provide dense, uniform, coverage of

the interval λi. With these assumptions, we will first consider the one-dimensional

case, and then analyze the two-dimensional case by analogy.

One-dimensional grids: With the above assumptions, the likelihood of the

animal’s position, given the activity of grid cells in module i, P (x | i), can be ap-

proximated as a series of Gaussian bumps of standard deviation σi spaced at the

period λi [48]. As defined in the main text, the number of cells (ni) in the ith mod-

ule, is expressed in terms of the period (λi), the grid field width (li) and a “coverage

factor” d representing the cell density as ni = dλi/li. The coverage factor d will

control the relation between the grid field width li and the standard deviation σi

of the local peaks in the likelihood function of location. If d is larger, σi will be

narrower since we can accumulate evidence from a denser population of neurons.

The ratio li
σi

in general will be a monotonic function of the coverage factor d, which

we will write as li
σi

= g(d). In the special case where the grid cells have independent

noise g(d) ∝
√
d, so that σi/li ∝ 1/

√
d – i.e. the precision increases as the inverse
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square root of the cell density, as expected because the relevant parameter is the

number of cells within one grid field rather than the total number of cells. Note

that this does not imply an inverse square root relation between the number of cells

ni and σi, because ni is also proportional to the period λi, and in our formula-

tion the density d is fixed while λi can be varied. Note also that if the neurons

have correlated noise, g(d) may scale substantially slower than
√
d [24, 188, 161].

Putting all of these statements together, we have, in general, ni = d
g(d)

λi
σi

. Assuming

that the coverage factor d is the same across modules, we can simplify the nota-

tion and write ni = cλi
σi

, where c = d/g(d) is a constant. (Note again that for

independent noise σi ∝ 1/
√
d as expected – see above – and this does not imply a

similar relationship to the number of cells ni as one might have naively assumed.)

In sum, we can write the total number of cells in a grid system with m modules as

N =
∑m

i=i ni = c
∑m

i=1
λi
σi

.

The likelihood of position derived from each module can be combined to give an

overall probability distribution over location. Let Qi(x) be the likelihood obtained

by combining modules 1 (the largest period) through i. Assuming that the different

modules have independent noise, we can compute Qi(x) from the module likeli-

hoods as Qi(x) ∝ ∏n
j=1 P (x|j) . We will take the prior probability over locations

be uniform here so that this combined likelihood is equivalent to the Bayesian pos-

terior distribution over location. The likelihoods from different scales have different

periodicities, so multiplying them against each other will tend to suppress all peaks
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except the central one, which is aligned across scales. We may thus approximate

Qi(x) by single Gaussians whose standard deviations we will denote as δi. (The

validity of this approximation is taken up in further detail below.)

Since Qi(x) ∝ Qi−1(x)P (x|i), δi is determined by δi−1, λi and σi. These all

have dimensions of length. Dimensional analysis [140] therefore says that, with-

out loss of generality, the ratio δi/δi−1 can be written as a dimensionless function

of any two cross-ratios of these parameters. We can use this freedom to write

δi = δi−1/ρ(λi
σi
, σi
δi−1

). The standard error in decoding the animal’s position after

combining information from all the grid modules will be proportional to δm, the

standard deviation of Qm. We can iterate our expression for δi in terms of δi−1 to

write δm = (
∏m

i=1 ρi) δ0 where δ0 is the uncertainty in location without using any

grid responses at all. (We are abbreviating ρi = ρ(λi/σi, σi/δi−1). In the present

probabilistic context, we can view δ0 as the standard deviation of the a priori dis-

tribution over position before the grid system is consulted, but it will turn out that

the precise value or meaning of δ0 is unimportant. We assume a behavioral require-

ment that fixes δm and thus the resolution of the grid, and that δ0 is likewise fixed

by the behavioral range. Thus, there is a constraint on the product
∏

i ρi.

Putting everything together, we wish to minimize N = c
∑m

i=1
λi
σi

subject to the

constraint that R =
∏m

i=1 ρi where ρi is a function of λi/σi and σi/δi−1. Given the

formula for ρi derived in the next section, this can be carried out numerically. To

understand the optimum it is helpful to observe that the problem has a symmetry
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Figure 4.5: Optimizing the one dimensional grid system. ρmax ≡ maxσ/δ ρ(λ
σ
, σ
δ
) is

the scale factor after optimizing N over σ/δ. The values r∗ and λ∗ are the values
chosen by the complete optimization procedure.

under permutations of i. So we can guess that in the optimum all the λi/σi, σi/δi−1

and ρi will be equal to a fixed λ/σ, σ/δ and ρ. We can look for a solution with this

symmetry and then check that it is an optimum. First, using the symmetry, we

write N = cm(λ/σ) and R = ρm. It follows that N = c(1/ ln ρ)(λ/σ) and we want

to minimize it with respect to λ/σ and σ/δ. Now, ρ(λ/σ, σ/δ) is a complicated

function of its arguments (4.30) which has a maximum value as a function of σ/δ

for any fixed λ/σ. To minimize N at fixed λ/σ we should maximize ρ (Fig. 4.5).

Given this ρmax, we can minimize N = c (λ/σ)/ ln ρmax(λ/σ) with respect to λ/σ,

and then plug back in to find the optimal ρ. It turns out to be ρ∗max = 2.3

In fact, ρ is equal to the scale factor of the grid: ρi = ri = λi/λi+1. To see this,

we have to express ρi in terms of the parameters λi/σi and σi/δi−1: ρi = δi−1

δi
=

δi−1

σi

σi
λi

λi
λi+1

λi+1

σi+1

σi+1

δi
. Since the factors σi/δi−1 and λi/σi are independent of i, they

cancel in the product and we are left with ρi = λi/λi+1.
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Thus the probabilistic decoder predicts an optimal scale factor r∗ = 2.3 in

one dimension. This is similar to, but somewhat different than, the winner-take-

all result r∗ = e = 2.7. At a technical level, the difference arises because the

function ρmax(λ/σ) is effectively ρmax ∝ λ
σ

in the winner-take-all analysis, but in

the the probabilistic case it is more nearly a linear function with a positive offset

ρ ≈ α−1(λ
σ

+ β). Conceptually, the optimal probabilistic scale factor is smaller in

order to suppress side lobes that can arise in the combined likelihood across modules

(Fig. 2 of the main text). Such side lobes were absent in the winner-take-all analysis.

The optimization also predicts λ∗ = 9.1σ. This relation between the period and

standard deviation at each scale could be converted into a relation between grid

period and grid field width given specific measurements of tuning curves, noise

levels, and cell density in each module. For example, if neurons within a module

have independent noise, then general population coding considerations [48] show

that σ = g d−1/2l where l is a measure of grid field width, d is the density of neurons

in a module, and g is a dimensionless number that depends on noise (given the

integration time) and tuning curve shape.

Two dimensional grids: A similar probabilistic analysis can be carried out

for two dimensional grid fields. The posteriors P (x | i) become two-dimensional

sums-of-Gaussians, with the centers of the Gaussians laid out on the vertices of

the grid. Qi(x) is then similarly approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian.

Generalizing from the one-dimensional case, the number of cells in module i is
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given by ni = d(λi/li)
2, where d is density of grid fields. As in one dimension,

increasing the density d will decrease the standard deviation σi of the local bumps

in the posterior P (x | i) – i.e., li/σi = g(d) where g is an increasing function of

d. In the special case where the neurons have independent noise, g(d) ∝
√
d so

that the precision measured by the standard deviation σi decreases as the inverse

square root of d. Putting all of these statements together, we have, in general,

ni = d
g(d)2

(
λi
σi

)2

. In the special case where noise is independent so that g(d) ∝
√
d

the density d cancels out in this expression, and in this case, or when the density d

is the same across modules, we can write ni = c
(
λi
σi

)2

where c is just a constant.

Redoing the optimization analysis from the one dimensional case, the form of the

function ρ changes (section 4.3), but the logic of the above derivation is otherwise

unaltered. In the optimal grid we find that λ∗ ≈ 5.3σ (or equivalently σ ≈ 0.19λ∗).

Calculating ρ(λσ ,
σ
δ )

Above, we argued that the function ρ(λ
σ
, σ
δ
) can be computed by approximating

the posterior distribution of the animal’s position given the activity in module i,

P (x | i), as a periodic sum-of-Gaussians:

P (x | i) =
1

2K + 1

K∑
n=−K

1√
2πσ2

i

e
− 1

2σ2
i

(x−nλi)2
(4.25)
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where K is assumed large. We further approximate the posterior given the activity

of all modules coarser than λi by a Gaussian with standard deviation δi−1:

Qi−1(x) =
1√

2πδ2
i−1

e−x
2/2δ2i−1 (4.26)

(We are assuming here that the animal is really located at x = 0 and that the

distributions P (x|i) for each i have one peak at this location.) Assuming noise

independence across scales, it then follows that Qi(x) = P (x | i)Qi−1(x)∫
dxP (x | i)Qi−1(x)

. Then

ρ(λi/σi, σi/δi−1) is given by δi−1/δi, where δi is the standard deviation of Qi. We

therefore must calculate Qi(x) and its variance in order to obtain ρ. After some

algebraic manipulation, we find,

Qi(x) =
K∑

n=−K

πn
1√

2πΣ2
e−(x−µn)2/2Σ2

, (4.27)

where Σ2 =
(
σ−2
i + δ−2

i−1

)−1
, µn =

(
Σ
σi

)2

λi n, and

πn =
1

Z
e−n

2λ2i /2(σ2
i+δ2i−1). (4.28)

Z is a normalization factor enforcing
∑

n πn = 1. Qi is thus a mixture-of-Gaussians,

seemingly contradicting our approximation that all the Q are Gaussian. However,

if the secondary peaks of P (x | i) are well into the tails of Qi−1(x), then they will

be suppressed (quantitatively, if λ2
i � σ2

i + δ2
i−1, then πn � π0 for |n| ≥ 1), so that
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our assumed Gaussian form for Q holds to a good approximation. In particular, at

the values of λ, σ, and δ selected by the optimization procedure described above,

π1 = 1.3 · 10−3π0. So our approximation is self-consistent.

Next, we find the variance δ2
i :

δ2
i = 〈x2〉Qi

=
∑
n

πn(Σ2 + µ2
n)

= Σ2

(
1 +

(
Σ

σi

)2(
λi
σi

)2∑
n

n2πn

)

= δ2
i−1

(
1 +

δ2
i−1

σ2
i

)−1
(

1 +

(
Σ

σi

)2(
λi
σi

)2∑
n

n2πn

)
. (4.29)

We can finally read off ρ(λi
σi
, σi
δi−1

) as the ratio δi−1/δi:

ρ(
λi
σi
,
σi
δi−1

) =

(
1 +

δ2
i−1

σ2
i

)1/2
(

1 +

(
1 +

σ2
i

δ2
i−1

)−1(
λi
σi

)2∑
n

n2πn

)−1/2

. (4.30)

For the calculations reported in the text, we took K = 500.

We explained above that we should maximize ρ over σ
δ
, while sholding λ

σ
fixed.

The first factor in Eq. 4.30 increases monotonically with decreasing σ
δ
; however,∑

n n
2πn also increases and this has the effect of reducing ρ. The optimal σ

δ
is

thus controlled by a tradeoff between these factors. The first factor is related to

the increasing precision given by narrowing the central peak of P (x | i), while the

second factor describes the ambiguity from multiple peaks.
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Generalization to two dimensional grids: The derivation can be repeated

in the two-dimensional case. We take P (x | i) to be a sum-of-Gaussians with peaks

centered on the vertices of a regular lattice generated by the vectors (λiû, λi~v).

We also define δ2
i ≡ 1

2
〈|x|2〉Qi . The factor of 1/2 ensures that the variance so

defined is measured as an average over the two dimensions of space. For analytical

simplicity we also assumed that the grid orientations were aligned across modules.

The derivation is otherwise parallel to the above, and the result is,

ρ2(
λi
σi
,
σi
δi−1

) =

(
1 +

δ2
i−1

σ2
i

)1/2
(

2 +

(
1 +

σ2
i

δ2
i−1

)−1(
λi
σi

)2∑
n,m

|nû+m~v|2 πn,m
)−1/2

,

(4.31)

where πn,m = 1
Z
e−|nû+m~v|2λ2i /2(σ2

i+δ2i−1).

Reanalysis of grid data from previous studies

We reanalyzed the data from Barry et. al [11] and Stensola et al. [164] in order

to get the mean and the variance of the ratio of adjacent grid scales. For Barry

et al. [11], we first read the raw data from Figure 3b of the main text using the

software GraphClick, which allows retrieval of the original (x,y)-coordinates from

the image. This gave the scales of grid cells recorded from 6 different rats. For

each animal, we grouped the grids that had similar periodicities (i.e. differed by

less than 20%) and calculated the mean periodicity for each group. We defined this

mean periodicity as the scale of each group. For 4 out of 6 rats, there were 2 scales
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in the data. For 1 out 6 rats, there were 3 grid scales. For the remaining rat, only 1

scale was obtained as only 1 cell was recorded from that rat. We excluded this rat

from further analysis. We then calculated the ratio between adjacent grid scales,

resulting in 6 ratios from 5 rats. The mean and variance of the ratio were 1.64 and

0.09, respectively (n = 6).

For Stensola et. al[164], we first read in the data using GraphClick from Figure

5d of the main text. This gave the scale ratios between different grids for 16 different

rats. We then pooled all the ratios together and calculated the mean and variance.

The mean and variance of the ratio were 1.42 and 0.17, respectively (n = 24).

Giocomo et. al[81] reported the ratios between the grid period and the radius

of grid field (measured as the radius of the circle around the center field of the

autocorrelation map of the grid cells ) to be 3.26 ± 0.07 and 3.32 ± 0.06 for Wild-

type and HCN KO mice, respectively. We halved these measurements to the ratios

between grid period and the diameter of the grid field to facilitate the comparison

to our theoretical predictions. The results are plotted in a bar graph (Fig. 4B in

the main text).

Finally, in Figure 4C, we replotted Fig. 1c from [86] by reading in the data using

GraphClick and then translating that information back into a plot.
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Range of location coding in a grid system

The main text describes hierarchical grid coding schemes where the larger periods

resolve ambiguity and smaller periods give precision in location coding. We took

the largest grid period to be comparable to the behavioral range. In fact, if the

periods λi of the different modules are incommensurate with each other (i.e. they

do not share common integer factors), it should be possible to resolve location over

ranges larger than the largest grid period [64, 162]. The grid schemes that we

predict share this virtue since they predict scale ratios that are not simple rational

numbers. However the precise maximum range will also depend on the widths

of the grid fields li relative to the period and on the number of grid cells ni in

each module. In the probabilistic decoding scheme described in the main text,

these parameters determine the standard deviation σi of the periodic peaks in the

likelihood of position given the activity in module i. The full range of unambiguous

location representation depends on the ratios λi/σi. Increasing this ratio will tend

to increase the range of unambiguous representation, but at the cost of increasing

the number of cells in each module.

To illustrate, consider a one-dimensional grid system with 4 modules with a ratio

of 2.7 between adjacent scales (this is close to the optimal ratio predicted by our

analysis). Suppose the animal’s true location is at 0. We can calculate the overall

probability of the animal’s location by multiplying together the likelihood functions

resulting from activity in each individual module (see main text for details). We
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will examine the extent to which location can be decoded unambiguously over a

range (−3λmax, 3λmax) where λmax is the larges period. When λi/σi is close to the

value of 9.1 predicted by the probabilistic analysis in Sec. 4.3, the overall likelihood

shows substantial ambiguity over this range because of secondary peaks in the

likelihood distribution (Fig. 4.6A). As λi/σi increases (requiring more neurons in

each module), these secondary peaks decrease in amplitude. In Fig. 4.6B, we show

that when λi/σi = 30, the 4-module grid system can represent location at least

within the range (−3λmax, 3λmax).

If there is a biological limitation to the largest period possible in a grid system,

and if the organism must represent very large ranges without grid remapping, it

may prove beneficial to add neurons to expand range. Analyzing this tradeoff

requires knowledge of the range, biophysical limits on grid periods, and the degree of

ambiguity (the maximum heights of secondary peaks in the probability of position)

that can be behaviorally tolerated. This information is not currently available for

any species, and so we do not attempt the analysis.

Predictions for the effects of lesions and for place

cell activity

In the grid coding scheme that we propose there is a hierarchy of grid periods

governed by a geometric progression. The alternative schemes of [64, 162] are
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Figure 4.6: Encoding range can exceeds the period of the largest grid module.
Assume that the animal is located is at 0. (A) Top: The likelihood resulting
from the largest grid module, where the standard deviation of the Gaussian peaks
is 1

9.1
of the grid period (λmax = 1000). Bottom: The inferred distribution over

location after pooling over 4 grid modules related by a scale factor of 2.7. As shown,
this 4-module grid system shows ambiguities in location coding outside the range
[λmax, λmax]. (B) Top: The likelihood resulting from the largest grid module, where
the standard deviation of the Gaussian peaks is 1

30
of the grid period (λmax = 1000).

Bottom: The inferred distribution over location after pooling over 4 grid modules
related by a scale factor of 2.7. As shown, this 4-module grid system provides a
good representation over a range of at least [−3000, 3000] = [−3λmax, 3λmax].
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Figure 4.7: The effect of lesioning grid modules on the distribution over location
for hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical grid schemes. For the hierarchical scheme, we
assume that 4 one-dimensional grid modules are related by a scale factor r (r = 2.7),
i.e. λi

λi+1
= 2.7, i = 1, 2, 3, and the ratio λi

σi
= 9.1, i=1,2,3,4. We assume that the

animal is at x = 0 and construct the probability distribution over location given
the activity in each grid module as described in Sec. 4.3. For the non-hierarchical
scheme, we again assume 4 grid modules and set the periods of the 4 modules to be
1/105 (4th), 1/70 (3rd), 1/42 (2nd),1/30 (1st) of the whole range respectively. We
set the width of the composite likelihood after combining all 4 modules to be 1/210
of the range [−5000, 5000].
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designed to produce a large range of representation from grids with similar periods.

These two alternatives make very different predictions for the effects of lesions in

the entorhinal cortex on location coding. In a hierarchical scheme, losing a grid

module produces location ambiguities that increase in size with the the period of

the missing module. In the alternative scheme of [64, 162] lesions of a module

produce periodic ambiguities that are sporadically tied to the missing period. An

illustrative example is shown in Fig. 4.7.

The grid cell representation of space in the entorhinal cortex is thought to be

transformed in the hippocampus into the place cell representation. Simple models

of this transformation assume that grid cells are pooled in the hippocampus and

that some form of synaptic plasticity selects inputs with the same spatial phase

[160]. In the context of such a model, our grid scheme makes specific predictions

for the effects of module lesions on place fields.

We use a firing rate model for both place cells and grid cells. The 1-d grid cell

firing rate is modeled as a periodic sum of truncated Gaussians (a full Gaussian

mixture model gives similar results but the truncated model is easier to handle

numerically). We will consider four grid modules with module periods λi, Gaussian

standard deviations σi of the bump of the grid cell tuning curve, and ratios λi/σi =

9.1. The grid periods follow a scaling λi/λi+1 = 2.7, and we examine place coding

over the range set by the biggest period λ1.

The place cell response is modeled via linear pooling of grid cells with the same
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Figure 4.8: The effect of lesioning individual grid modules on place cell activity
in a simple grid-place transformation model. Lesioning different modules lead to
qualitatively different effects on the place cell response in the hierarchical coding
scheme we proposed, as compared to a non-hierarchical scheme. See Sec. 4.3 for
details.
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phase followed by a threshold and an exponential nonlinearity:

f(x) ∝ exp(
4∑
1

gi(x))− c ∗m.

Here gi(x) is the grid cell firing rate, c = 0.3 sets the threshold andm = max {exp(∑4
1 gi(x))}

is the maximum activation. This is a simplified description of the essential features

of many models of the grid-place transformation (see, e.g., [49, 160] and the review

[82] ). To model the effect of lesioning grid module i, we set the gi(x) = 0. The

results are shown in the Fig. 4.8. Qualitatively, lesioning the smallest grid mod-

ule increases the place cell width, while lesioning the largest grid module leads to

increased firing in locations outside the main place fields. In general, lesioning dif-

ferent grid modules along the hierarchy leads to different effects on the place field.

This is a testable prediction in future experiments. Note that lesions of dorsal-

ventral bands are not a direct test – multiple grid modules co-exist in each location

along the dorsal-ventral axis [164].

For comparison purposes, we also simulated a non-hierarchical model where grid

periods are similar but incommensurate. In this model, the place cell response is

f̃(x) ∝ exp(
4∑
1

g̃i(x))− c̃ ∗ m̃,

where ˜c = 0.35 is a threshold, m̃ = max {exp(∑4
1 g̃i(x))}, and g̃i(x) is the grid cell

firing rate again modeling as a sum of truncated Gaussians. In each module we took
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the standard deviation of the Gaussians to be 1/210 of the whole range. The periods

of the grids in the four modules were 1/105 (4th), 1/70 (3rd), 1/42 (2nd),1/30 (1st)

of the whole range respectively. Again, to model the effect of lesioning grid module

i, we set the g̃i(x) = 0. In this grid scheme, lesioning any grid module leads

to qualitatively similar effects on the place cell activity, as they all lead to the

emergence of several place fields (Fig. 4.8). This is in contrast with the hierarchical

scheme, in which lesioning the largest scale leads to an expansion of place fields

rather than an increase in the number of fields.
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Chapter 5

Mutual information, Fisher

information, Efficient coding

5.1 Introduction

The Efficient coding hypothesis is an important proposal of how neural systems

may represent (sensory) information [10, 4, 121]. Common formulations of Efficient

coding are based on the assumption that a neural system is adapted to the statis-

tical structure of the environment such that the mutual information [153] between

the stimulus variable and its neural representation (e.g., as reflected in the firing ac-

tivity of a neural population) is maximized subject to certain resource constraints.

However, the test of this prominent hypothesis is impeded by the fact that mu-

tual information is analytically tractable only for simple coding problems [111, 3].
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One way to work around this difficulty is to relate mutual information to another,

more tractable information quantity such as Fisher Information [67]. For many

neural population coding models, Fisher Information is relatively easy to compute

and to interpret with regard to neurophysiological parameters (e.g., neural response

gain and dynamic range) as well as psychophysical behavior (e.g., discrimination

threshold [152, 151]). In a seminal paper, Brunel and Nadal [27] argued that Fisher

information provides a lower bound on mutual information. This result has been

widely applied in various studies aimed at testing the Efficient coding hypothesise.g.,

[88, 127, 76, 181, 77]. However, some recent theoretical and numerical analyses raise

doubts on whether Fisher information indeed represents a lower bound on mutual

information [15, 185].

In light of these conflicting results, we revisited the formal link between Fisher

and mutual information. We first re-examined the conditions for which the lower

bound proposed by [27] holds. We show that the derivation of the bound is based

on assumptions that make it automatically tight, thus defying the meaning of a

bound. We then formally derive the relation between Fisher and mutual information

in a standard input-output model under more general conditions. We discuss the

possible interpretation of this relation in terms of both, upper and lower bounds

on mutual information. Finally, we demonstrate the implications of our result for

understanding neural coding characteristics. In particular, we derive neural and

behavioral signatures of Efficient coding.
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5.2 Examining the derivation of a lower bound

on mutual information

Brunel and Nadal [27] derived a lower bound on the mutual information contained

in a neural code, using Fisher information. Neural coding was formulated as a chan-

nel coding problem where an input (stimulus) variable θ is encoded in the output

(measurement) m of a noisy channel. Denote the mutual information between a

stimulus variable θ and the sensory measurement m to be I[θ,m]. Rather than

directly computing this quantity, Brunel and Nadal considered the mutual informa-

tion between θ and θ̂, where θ̂ is the output of an unbiased efficient estimator with

mean θ and variance 1/J(θ), and

J(θ) =

∫ (
∂ ln p(m|θ)

∂θ

)2

p(m|θ)dm (5.1)

is the Fisher information of the estimate with regard to the input. The mutual

information between θ and θ̂ then can be written as

I[θ, θ̂] = H[θ̂]−
∫
dθp(θ)H[θ̂|θ]. (5.2)

The moment-entropy inequality [39] states that for a continuous random variable

with given variance, the Shannon entropy [153] is maximal if and only if the variable
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is Gaussian distributed. Thus we can consider

H[θ̂|θ] ≤ H[Z] =
1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
, (5.3)

where Z is a Gaussian random variable with mean θ and variance 1/J(θ), and

rewrite the mutual information as the inequality

I[θ, θ̂] ≥ H[θ̂]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
. (5.4)

Due to the data processing inequality, I[θ,m] ≥ I[θ, θ̂]. Assuming the asymptotic

limit H[θ̂]→ H[θ], we finally arrive at

I[θ,m] ≥ H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

IFisher

, (5.5)

which states that Fisher information provides a lower bound on mutual information.

Limitations of the formulation Although the derivation of the lower bound

Eq. (5.5) is correct, it relies on assumptions that strongly compromise its interpre-

tation as a bound. First, there is the assumption that an unbiased efficient estimator

θ̂(m) exists. This assumption implies that the noise model must be a member of

the exponential family, and θ has to be the natural parameter of the particular

exponential family [115, 1]. Second, the lower bound is derived for the asymptotic
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limit where any noise model from the exponential family is largely equivalent to a

Gaussian model [115]. These two assumptions essentially require the noise to be

small and Gaussian, in which case the bound Eq. (5.5) is tight and becomes an iden-

tity [33, 145]. Thus, while the identity is with no doubt an interesting and useful

result, the notion that Eq. (5.5) represents a lower bound on mutual information,

however, seems not particularly meaningful.

5.3 A new look at the link between mutual infor-

mation and Fisher information

In the following, we revisit the formal link between Fisher and mutual information,

in particular with regard to non-Gaussian noise models that are often relevant for

the assessment of neural codes.

For analytical convenience, we will consider a standard one-dimensional input-

output model [111, 131, 13] between the sensory variable θ and its neural represen-

tation m. More specifically, we assume

m = f(θ) + δ, (5.6)

where θ has a continuous prior distribution p(θ), f(θ) is an invertible transfer func-

tion that is bounded, and δ represents arbitrary additive noise with smooth density

q(.).
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5.3.1 Stam’s inequality

We first introduce Stam’s inequality [163] that which is often applied in information

theory yet is little known in the neural coding literature. The inequality plays an

important role in the derivation of our main result. We begin by reformulating

Fisher information with regard to our input-output model (Eq. (5.6)). With θ̃ =

f(θ), Fisher information with respect to θ̃ is given as

J(θ̃) =

∫ (
∂ ln p(m|θ̃)

∂θ̃

)2

p(m|θ̃)dm . (5.7)

Because we assume additive noise with density q(.), we can write p(m|θ̃) =

q(m− θ̃). In this case, J(θ̃) becomes independent of θ̃ and thus constant [163], and

can be rewritten as

J [δ] :=

∫ (
∂ ln q(δ)

∂δ

)2

q(δ)dδ. (5.8)

This quantity is referred to as Fisher information of a random variable with respect

to a scalar translation parameter [51]. Note that we use a different notation J [δ]

in order to distinguish it from the standard formulation of Fisher information J(θ̃).

Conceptually, J [δ] summarizes the total local dispersion of a distribution.

The Shannon entropy H[m|θ̃] [153] is also independent of θ̃ and identical to the

noise entropy

H[δ] = −
∫
q(δ) ln q(δ)dδ. (5.9)
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Stam’s inequality specifies the relation between Fisher information J [δ] and

Shannon entropy H[δ] as the following:

For a given amount of Fisher information, the Shannon entropy of a

continuous random variable is minimized if and only if the variable is

Gaussian distributed. [163]

Thus with the notation above (Eq. (5.8 and (5.9)), Stam’s inequality implies that

H[δ] ≥ 1

2
ln

(
2πe

J [δ]

)
. (5.10)

For Gaussian distributed δ with variance σ2, Shannon entropy and Fisher informa-

tion are H[δ] = 1
2

ln(2πeσ2) and J [δ] = 1/σ2, respectively. As a remark, Eq. (5.10)

is equivalent to isoperimetric inequality for entropies in the information theory lit-

erature [51].

5.3.2 Main result

With the above results, we can now express mutual information in terms of Fisher

information. Because the transfer function f is invertible, I[θ,m] = I[θ̃, m]. Thus

we can write mutual information as

I[θ̃, m] = H[m]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)H[m|θ̃] . (5.11)
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As we have shown in Section 5.3.1, H[m|θ̃] = H[δ], and thus

I[θ̃, m] = H[m]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)H[δ] . (5.12)

Defining D0 to be the entropy difference between the noise δ and a Gaussian

with the same amount of Fisher information J [δ], i.e.,

D0 = H[δ]− 1

2
ln

(
2πe

J [δ]

)
, (5.13)

it follows from Stam’s inequality Eq. (5.10) that D0 ≥ 0, and that D0 = 0 if and

only if δ is Gaussian distributed. Conceptually, D0 quantifies the non-Gaussianity

of the distribution. With these notations, we can rewrite the mutual information

Eq. (5.12) as

I[θ̃, m] = H[m]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)

(
1

2
ln(

2πe

J [δ]
) +D0

)
. (5.14)

Because J [δ] = J(θ̃) (see Section 5.3.1) we replace J [δ] with J(θ̃) in Eq. (5.14)

and obtain

I[θ̃, m] = H[m]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)

(
1

2
ln(

2πe

J(θ̃)
) +D0

)
= H[m]−

∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ̃)

)
−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)D0

= (H[m]−H[θ̃]) +H[θ̃]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ̃)

)
−D0 . (5.15)
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We can verify that

H[θ̃]−
∫
dθ̃p(θ̃)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ̃)

)
= H[θ]−

∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
. (5.16)

Thus we can rewrite Eq. (5.15) as

I[θ,m] = I[θ̃, m] (5.17)

= (H[m]−H[f(θ)]) +H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
−D0 .

Finally, with the definition of C0 = H[m] − H[f(θ)] we arrive at the following

expression for mutual information in terms of Fisher Information:

I[θ,m] = H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

IFisher

+C0 −D0 . (5.18)

Equation (5.18) is a general description of the relation between mutual infor-

mation and Fisher information and is one of the main results of the paper. Its

interpretation crucially depends on the magnitude of the two constants C0 and D0,

as we will discuss in the following.

Lower bound on mutual information On one hand, if the noise is Gaussian,

D0 = 0. And adding additive noise can not decrease entropy, thus C0 ≥ 0. Therefore

I[θ,m] ≥ H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
. (5.19)
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That is, if and only if the noise is Gaussian, IFisher is guaranteed to represent a lower

bound on mutual information.

Upper bound on mutual information On the other hand, however, because

Stam’s inequality tells us that D0 ≥ 0, the first three terms on the r.h.s provide an

upper bound on mutual information, thus

I[θ,m] ≤ H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
+ C0 . (5.20)

In particular, assuming vanishing noise, i.e. H[δ]→ 0, we have C0 → 0. It follows

that

I[θ,m] ≤ H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln

(
2πe

J(θ)

)
. (5.21)

As a result, IFisher represents a upper bound on mutual information in the small

noise regime, which is the opposite of what [27] postulated.

Our analysis paints a more nuanced picture of when and how Fisher information

can serve as a proxy for mutual information. In general, whether IFisher represents

an upper or lower bound on mutual information is determined by the relative mag-

nitudes of C0 and D0. The terms C0 and D0 quantify two different aspect of the

noise: C0 is related to the magnitude of the noise, while D0 is related to the shape

of the noise. It is important to note that even when the noise vanishes, i.e., C0 → 0,

D0 can still be large and positive. Thus, assuming an asymptotic noise regime (e.g.

large number of independent neurons) does not guarantee that IFisher asymptoti-
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cally approximates mutual information. Only if both C0 and D0 are small, Fisher

information is guaranteed to be a good proxy for mutual information.

5.4 Implications for neural coding models

In the following we discuss the implications of our main result to models of neural

coding. Our derivation above was based on a standard input-output model where

we assumed that both, the input and the output variable are one-dimensional.

Neural coding models, however, frequently address the case where a one-dimensional

stimulus variable θ is represented in the activity vector R of a population of noisy

neurons. Technically, computing the mutual information I[θ, R] is not precisely

the same problem that we have addressed above because R is high-dimensional.

However, we can approximate the problem by formulating mutual information for

a quantity that is the projection from R back to the stimulus space. Denoting

the image of such projection as m, we consider the quantity I[θ,m] a surrogate of

I[θ, R]. Although it is likely that the projection results in some loss of information,

the model in Eq. (5.6) can still provide a good and tractable approximation of

the more complicated neural population coding model. This is particularly true

if the projection is such that m preserves most of the information in R about θ,

and the noise of the projection is approximately additive. The noise in m can be

thought of as the “effective noise” which summarizes the noise characteristics of the

whole neural population with regard to the stimulus dimension [144]. Note that
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various studies have used similar surrogate formulations of mutual information in

terms of projected quantities, by considering m as a particular estimator of θ (e.g.

[17, 144, 27]).

5.4.1 Information measures of neural codes

Our theoretical predictions based on the input-output model are supported by re-

cent numerical results. [185] performed systematic numerical measurements of the

mutual as well as the Fisher information in the response of a population of neurons

with bell shape tuning curves. They systematically varied population size and levels

of response variability. Figure 5.1 depicts one of their simulation results for Gaus-

sian neural noise with different Fano factors and different population sizes. The

results show that under these conditions IFisher consistently overestimates mutual

information. This supports our finding that Fisher information generally does not

provide a lower bound on mutual information. Only as the population size and/or

the integration time t increases, the effective noise becomes small but also more

Gaussian, and Fisher information serves as an accurate proxy for mutual informa-

tion.

In general, our analysis suggests that in order to use IFisher (as in Eq. (5.5)) as

a proxy for the amount of information conveyed in a neural code, one should first

examine the underlying noise characteristics before drawing any conclusions. In

the continuous case, deviations from Gaussianity will result in the overestimation
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Figure 5.1: Fisher information generally overestimates mutual information (replot-
ted from [185]). Shown is the difference between the numerically computed mutual
information I[θ, R] and the Fisher information IFisher (as in Eq. (5.5) on the simu-
lated response of a population of neurons. The spike counts of individual neurons
was assumed to follow a Gaussian truncated at zero (to ensure positive values),
with variance that follows the mean with a scale factor (Fano-factor F ). Note,
that the “effective noise” of the population is generally not Gaussian (see main
text). Individual curves show the difference between mutual and Fisher informa-
tion as a function of the population size, for different ratios between Fano factor
and integration time τ . As the population size is small and the effective noise is
large and non-Gaussian, Fisher information can significantly overestimate mutual
information.
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of mutual information. Or put in other words: IFisher by itself is not a good ap-

proximation for the mutual information in the neural code (even in the small noise

regime), unless it is known that the noise characteristics is close to Gaussian.

This is especially important when studying neural codes based on multi-modal

tuning curves, e.g. grid cells [86]. Fisher Information has been a popular quantity

to analyze the code of the grid cell system. For example, it has been argued that

the grid cell code has exponentially large capacity because Fisher information can

grow exponentially with the number of neurons [162, 126]. Our results suggest that

conclusions on coding capacity based on measures of Fisher information may be

misleading. Fisher information of a neural code can be arbitrarily large without

changing its mutual information if the effective noise in the neural representation is

very non-Gaussian. Importantly, the mismatch between Fisher and mutual informa-

tion can remain even when assuming large populations or vanishing noise. Neurons

that exhibit multi-modal tuning curves are not uncommon and, besides grid cells,

also include e.g., disparity tuned neurons in primary visual cortex [43, 70] or ITD

tuned neurons in owls [31]. Measures of coding efficiency for these neural systems

are subject to similar concerns (see also [15]). With our derivation Eq. (5.18) we

provide a way to precisely quantify the amount of overestimation of the mutual

information.
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5.5 Efficient coding interpretation

Efficient coding models are often formulated with regard to maximizing mutual

information [10, 121]. In the following we show how we can rewrite Eq. (5.18) such

that it provides an intuitive interpretation of the efficiency of a code. Specifically,

we exploit the fact that

H[θ]−
∫
dθp(θ)

1

2
ln(

2πe

J(θ)
) =

∫
dθp(θ)

(
− ln p(θ)− 1

2
ln(

2πe

J(θ)
)

)
= ln

(∫ √
J(θ)dθ√
2πe

)
−
∫
dθp(θ) ln

(
p(θ)

1
S

√
J(θ)

)

= ln

(∫ √
J(θ)dθ√
2πe

)
−KL(p(θ)|| 1

S

√
J(θ)), (5.22)

where KL(.) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two probability distribu-

tions [110]. The normalization constant S ensures that 1
S

√
J(θ) is a proper proba-

bility density, i.e., S =
∫ √

J(θ)dθ.

With Eq. (5.22) we can rewrite the expression for mutual information Eq. (5.18)

in terms of four meaningful and intuitive components:

I[θ,m] =
1

2
ln

(
S2

2πe

)
−KL(p(θ)|| 1

S

√
J(θ))−D0 + C0, (5.23)

The first term can be interpreted as the overall coding resources available (in units

of Fisher information). The second term KL(p(θ)|| 1
S

√
J(θ)) characterizes the in-

formation loss due to the mismatch between the input distribution and the way the
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coding resources are distributed. The third term D0 evaluates the information loss

due to non-Gaussianity of the “effective noise”. And the forth term C0 is related to

the overall level (entropy) of the noise.

5.5.1 Maximizing mutual information

An Efficient coding problem must be formulated with respect to a particular ob-

jective function and a set of constraints. We consider mutual information I[θ,m]

the objective function to be maximized. The optimization is subject to a constraint

on the overall resource budget available. We consider the total Fisher information

S =
∫ √

J(θ)dθ to express this budget. S could be interpreted as the capacity of

the code, because it is proportional to the number of discriminable states, e.g. the

total discriminability, which is independent of the input distribution.

Vanishing noise regime Let’s first consider a regime where the noise is van-

ishing, i.e., the entropy of the noise H[δ] → 0. Many Efficient coding theo-

ries have been developed assuming such a regime (see e.g.,[27, 77]). Because

C0 = H[m]−H[f(θ)]→ 0,

I[θ,m] =
1

2
ln

(
S2

2πe

)
−KL(p(θ)|| 1

S

√
J(θ))−D0 (5.24)

To maximize I[θ,m] with respect to the constraint on S, it is necessary that both

KL(p(θ)|| 1
S

√
J(θ)) and D0 are zero. This provides two necessary conditions for an

efficient neural code.
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First, in order to minimize the KL divergence p(θ) = 1
S

√
J(θ), i.e., the neural

system should distribute its total available coding resources according to the input

distribution by choosing the appropriate transfer function f . It can be viewed

as a probabilistic re-formulation of histogram equalization [111] with the important

difference that what is equalized is not firing rates of neurons but rather the square-

root of Fisher information. Using Fisher information has the advantage that we can

formulate Efficient coding solutions without being limited to specific neural coding

characteristics (tuning curves). Second, in order to minimize D0 an efficient neural

representation should exhibit an “effective” noise characteristics that is as close as

possible to Gaussian.

Non-vanishing noise regime If the noise is large C0 is non-zero. However, if

C0 does not depend on any of the other terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.23) then, again,

an efficient representation is one whose Fisher information (square-root) matches

the input distribution and whose noise is Gaussian. Generally, we find that the

form of the transfer function f may slightly change the difference between H[m]

and H[f(θ)], and therefore C0, because of boundary effects induced by the limited

output space. The dependence, however, is typically weak for noise that is not very

large.
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5.5.2 Signatures of Efficient coding

From above discussion we can identify two characteristic signatures of a system that

efficiently encodes sensory information by maximizing mutual information between

stimulus and representation. The first is that the system’s coding resources are

allocated such that

p(θ) ∝
√
J(θ) . (5.25)

This simple relation is reminiscent of the optimal input distribution for a given

noise channel in statistics [33, 145]). With this signature, we can probe the Ef-

ficient coding hypothesis by e.g. computing the Fisher information of an entire

neural population based on electrophysiological measurements and then compare

this distribution to the input (stimulus) distribution.

Previous work has mainly focused on characterizing Efficient coding in terms

of neural tuning characteristics e.g.,[111, 88, 144, 181, 77]. For example, [77] have

directly optimized the lower bound on mutual information proposed by [27] for a

continuous parametric description of the population tuning characteristics. They

found that the neural density, i.e., the distribution of the neurons’ preferred tuning

values, should match the stimulus distribution p(θ). While under certain noise as-

sumptions this is equivalent to our above proposed signature Eq. (5.25), it generally

is not. Figure 5.3 demonstrates how two neural populations with the same number

of neurons can have very different overall tuning characteristics yet still have the

same Fisher information. While the neural density of one population (Fig. 5.2a)
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Figure 5.2: Different population tuning solutions lead to equivalent distributions
of Fisher information. a,b) The tuning curves of two neural populations with the
same number of neurons encoding a sensory (circular) variable. Each neuron’s
preferred tuning is indicated with a dot. The neural densities for both populations
are different; the density for the population in a) is highest around zero while
the density of the population in b) has peaks at ± 90 [deg]. c,d) Despite their
differences in the distribution of the neurons, the Fisher information is identical for
the two populations (up to a scale factor) suggesting that both neural populations
are Efficient coding solutions for the same stimulus distribution (which is equivalent
to the square-root of the Fisher information).
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matches Fisher information (and thus the stimulus distribution [77]), the other

population shows the opposite tuning characteristic where the peaks of the neural

density coincide with the locations of minimal Fisher information (Fig. 5.2b).

This may explain why some of the known neural density distributions for sensory

variables match the encoding accuracy of these variables (e.g., orientation tuned

neurons and spatial frequency tuned neurons in primary visual areas) while this

is not the case for others variables. One example is the neural representation of

heading direction. Neurons in area MST of the Macaque monkey are tuned for

heading directions. Fig. 5.3a shows the histogram over the measured preferred

heading directions of a large pool of MST neurons (replotted from [85]). More

neurons are tuned to lateral directions while the population Fisher information

(Fig. 5.3b) is maximal for forward and backward heading directions. This does not

match the notion of an efficient neural population as proposed by [76] yet is fully

consistent with our formulation Eq. (5.25) as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2b. Although

measurements of the distribution of heading directions for a behaving primate do not

exist, we can predict this distribution based on the measured Fisher information of

the MST neural population as shown in Fig. 5.3c. Other examples demonstrating a

mismatch between Fisher information and neural population density have also been

reported by [69, 88].

Furthermore, we can establish a direct link between Fisher information J(θ), the

stimulus (input) distribution p(θ), and perceptual discrimination threshold d(θ),
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Figure 5.3: Encoding of heading direction by neurons in area MST of the Macaque.
a) Distribution of measured preferred heading directions of MST neurons. More
neurons are tuned for lateral rather than back and forth directions. b) Population
Fisher information, however, shows peaks at forward and backward heading direc-
tions indicating that those directions are most accurately encoded. c) Based on
our signature of Efficient coding (Eq. (5.25)) we predict the distribution of heading
direction to follow the square-root of Fisher information (b). While exact statistical
measurements for the distribution of heading direction are missing the prediction
suggests that forward and backward headings are most frequent, which seems to be
in agreement with everyday observations. d) Psychophysically measured discrim-
ination thresholds for heading direction (black curve) nicely reflect the predicted
discriminability based on the stimulus distribution (red curve), which represents
our second signature. Data in a), b), and d) are replotted from [85] (Vestibular
signals only).
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independent of the tuning characteristics of the underlying neural representation.

It has been shown that the inverse of the square root of Fisher information provides

a lower bound on the discrimination threshold for unbiased [152] or biased [151]

estimators. The bound is tight if the noise is Gaussian, which is one of the conditions

we identified to maximize mutual information. Thus, if the encoding is maximally

efficient the discrimination threshold d(θ) is determined as

d(θ) ∝ 1

p(θ)
. (5.26)

This represents a second signature for an efficient sensory representation: The dis-

crimination threshold should directly match the inverse of the stimulus distribution

(see [76]). As shown in Fig. 5.3d, this prediction is well matched with measured

discrimination thresholds for heading direction. Again, we expect this relation to be

hold irrespective of the specific tuning characteristics. For example, the density of

the neurons may not follow the input distribution, but the discrimination threshold

should.

5.6 Discussion

We have revisited and clarified the relation between Fisher information and mu-

tual information in the context of neural coding. We derived a new result that

describes a more general connection between Fisher and mutual information. In
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particular, we demonstrated that Fisher information typically does not represent a

lower bound on mutual information as frequently assumed based on the derivation

by [27]. Rather, we found that the relation between mutual information and Fisher

information (i.e., IFisher; Eq. (5.5)) appears to be more nuanced. Fisher informa-

tion is deeply linked to mutual information but generally does not provide a lower

bound. It can be a lower bound but only if the noise is Gaussian. Furthermore,

in the vanishing (small) noise regime Fisher information actually provides an upper

bound on mutual information. If the noise is both Gaussian and small, then Fisher

information provides a tight bound for mutual information. Thus, it is very im-

portant to note that assuming vanishing noise (asymptotic small noise limit) does

not guarantee that mutual information is well approximated by Fisher information.

The key coding characteristics that determines by how much Fisher information

overestimates mutual information is the degree to which the noise is Gaussian. Pre-

vious numerical analyses support our result, showing that IFisher is generally larger

than mutual information [185], and that Fisher information of a single neuron can

be made arbitrary high without changing the entropy [15].

Our revised derivation of the relation between Fisher information and mutual

information has significant impact the assessment of neural code and the theories

of Efficient coding.If indeed IFisher generally provided a lower bound on mutual

information, measures that increased Fisher information of a neural code would

automatically imply an increase in coding efficiency. This could lead to an incorrect
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assessment of how to increase coding efficiency , such as e.g., by employing a code

that uses multi-modal tuning curves (see grid cells). However, because we found

that Fisher information (in the small noise regime) generally provides an upper

bound on mutual information, the focus in assessing coding efficiency should be

shifted towards measures that actually make the bound tight (rather than measures

that incorrectly assume that the bound could be raised). This is an important

conceptual difference. Our new formulation Eq. (5.23) allows us to quantify the

difference between mutual information and Fisher Information, and to determine

the precise conditions under which the two quantities becomes equivalent. We

found two necessary conditions: First, the square root of Fisher information has to

match the input distribution. And second, the effective noise should be Gaussian

distributed.

Finally, our results may provide an explanation for some of the reported differ-

ences in the coding strategies of biological neural systems. Formulated with regard

to Fisher information, we can specify multiple equivalent Efficient coding solutions

for neural representations that are severely different in terms of their underlying

neural tuning characteristics such as e.g., in their neural density. This allows us

to explain correlations between neural density and stimulus distribution that are

inconsistent with previously proposed theories of Efficient coding that were directly

formulated at the level of the neural tuning characteristics [76, 181, 77]. An exciting

line of further research will be to understand in detail what additional constraints
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favor one solution over the others.
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Chapter 6

General discussions

6.1 Summary of the contributions

I have investigated how the idea of efficient computation can guide us understand

certain aspects of the computations in the brain. In Chapter 3, I have demonstrated

that such idea leads to a well-constrained yet powerful framework for understudy-

ing human perceptual behaviors (efficient both in term of encoding and decoding)

that explains puzzling human performance in various psychophysical experiments

involving simple perceptual decisions. Although I have only presented results for

two visual stimulus variable, the general framework is readily applicable to other

perceptual variables. Note that this framework also offers a principle way to ad-

dress the common criticism of Bayesian models which argues that Bayesian models

are lack of constraints. In Chapter 4, I demonstrate that the idea of efficiency,
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coupled with a few reasonable assumptions, permits quantitative predictions on

the functional architecture of the grid cell system in rodents. Such zero-parameter

predictions beautifully match the data collected in recent neurophysiological exper-

iments. These results are particularly striking in that these predictions, guided by

first principle, are made before the key neurophysiological data [164] are published.

It is a demonstration that theory in neuroscience, when formulated properly, could

step ahead of the experiments. This study suggests that achieving efficiency of the

neural computation as a fundamental design principle for neural circuits involv-

ing high-level cognition (i.e. representation of space). In Chapter 5, I analytically

derive a general connection between mutual information and Fisher information.

These two quantities are important both theoretically and practically. This clari-

fies an important theoretical issue which has shared some confusion recently in the

neural coding literature. Additionallty, it also provides some powerful signatures of

Efficient coding. These results may help guide future experimental tests of Efficient

coding. Together, the results presented in this thesis support the idea that a com-

mon design principle, i.e. achieving efficient computation, may generalized across

circuits processing both low-level and high-level cognitive functions.
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6.2 Future directions

6.2.1 Efficient coding

Although Efficient coding [4, 10] has served as a major hypothesis for studying neu-

ral codes over the past few decades, its rigorous empirical tests have been generally

difficult except for a few simple situations [3, 111, 46, 8, 120, 157, 155]. In Chapter

5, I derived a particular prediction for Efficient coding which states that the square

root of Fisher information should match the input distribution. As a remark, this

prediction is reminiscent of the results in statistics which suggest that the Jeffreys

prior [97] achieves the channel capacity in the asymptotic limit [33, 34]. Also note

that this prediction is quite different from redundancy reduction proposed by Horace

Barlow[10]. These predictions are not mutually exclusive, rather they emphasize

different aspects of Efficient coding. Redundancy reduction concerns the statistical

relationship between the response of different output units (typically pairwise re-

lationship), while the matching between Fisher information and input distribution

concern about the relationship between the input and the response properties of

output units when putting all together.

This prediction is feasible to test, because both the input distribution and Fisher

information are experimentally measurable quantities in certain situations. The in-

put distribution could be measured by the computing the summary statistics of

natural scenes. In term of Fisher information, one way to measure it is to compute
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the population Fisher information of a appropriate neural population measured neu-

rophysiologically. However, several technical challenges remain with this approach.

First, one has to find the appropriate neural population which represents the target

stimulus dimension. Second, the sampling of the neurons has to be decent to guar-

antee that the population Fisher information computed from the sampled neurons

is representative of the whole population. Third, computing the Fisher information

requires knowing the statistical dependence between the neurons’ response. Prac-

tically, this may be avoid by assuming the noise independence of the neurons [85].

However, the results obtained under such assumption have to be interpreted with

caution. An alternative way to measure the Fisher information of the system is to

probe the limit of the discriminability along a particular stimulus dimension. Such

techniques are well-established in psychophysics [84]. Theoretically, it is known

that Fisher information provides a bound for discriminability, and under certain

conditions the bound is tight [152, 151].

In deriving the prediction on the matching between Fisher information and in-

put distribution, I have relied on a constraint on Fisher information in the Efficient

coding formulation. I consider this constraint to be a natural one under the pro-

posed formulation, because it is the constraint that is invariant with respect to

the re-parameterization of the stimulus variable. However, I should point out that

constraints on other quantities, rather than Fisher information, are possible. For

example, one could made constraints on the number of neurons, the average firing
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rate, the max firing rate or the number of spike. The relationships between these

different constrained remain to be investigated in future.

Furthermore, the matching between Fisher information and the input distri-

bution is just one necessary condition, but not a sufficient condition, for Efficient

coding. There could be more necessary conditions given more constraints. For

example, one can put the number of spikes as another constrained, and further con-

strained the possible shape of the tuning curves. Mathematically, as the constraints

become strong enough, one could in principle derive sufficient and necessary con-

ditions (e.g. see [76]). In this situation, the optimal configuration may be unique.

However, given the diversity of the organization of the population tuning curves as

discussed in Chapter 5, it seems unlikely that a unique optimal tuning configuration

is possible to explain the neural representation of all stimulus variables encoded by

the brain. One particularly interesting future research direction would be study the

optimal tuning configuration under different neurally realistic constraints.

6.2.2 Bayesian computation

Several important issues related to Bayesian computation presented in Chapter

3 remain to be resolved. The first involves how Bayesian computation could be

implemented using biologically-plausible operations. In one study which is not

included in this thesis, Wei & Stocker (2012) demontrates that a biologically plau-

sible population-vector-like readout can approximate Bayesian decoder assuming a
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particular efficient neural population [183]. Similar results have been derived inde-

pendently by Ganguli & Simoncelli(2014) [77]. While these results suggested that

possibilities that Bayesian computation could be performed using biologically plau-

sible operations, it has certain limitations. One major limitation is that currently

such results only hold when assuming a particular efficient neural population code,

i.e. a wrapped neural population based on a homogeneous population. As we dis-

cussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, there may be many different configurations of

efficient codes. It is unclear whether these results on readout generalize to these

scenarios or not.

Second, I have only considered one stage of Bayesian computation in a sim-

ple encoding-decoding cascade. However, as the neural computation consists many

stages of processing, an promising conceptual idea is to model the process as hier-

archical Bayesian inference [114]. One important future research question is to ask

how Bayesian computation could be implemented using biologically plausible rules

in this more general set-up. A particular challenge for deriving such implementation

is to take into account of the combined effect of noise generated by each stage itself

and the noise propagated from other stages.

Third, the Bayesian observer model proposed is based on an Efficient coding

principle which maximizes the transmission of information [121]. As discussed ear-

lier in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, there are considerable experimental supports for

such hypothesis in early sensory processing. However, it seems also reasonable to
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consider an ideal observer based on an encoding model which minimize a risk with

respect to a particular loss function. This is a meaningful problem if the goal of

the system is to perform best for one particular task. For example, if the goal of

is to minimize the mean squared error (L2 loss) in an orientation estimation task,

the encoding stage should be designed in a way such that the Bayes least squared

estimator should exhibit the minimal Bayes risk among all the possible designs. In

general, the optimal design of the neural code would be different from what de-

rived from optimizing the mutual information. The question of precisely how these

optimal neural code should be remains technically challenging. It is possible that

one may need to rely on some numerical techniques to obtain the optima. How-

ever, once such optimal neural code is obtained, the Bayesian observer model would

make predictions on the behaviors for the task. Such predictions could be directly

compared to the psychophysical measurement to test the validity of the theory.

Fourth, so far I have only considered the perceptual biases and discrimination

threshold in our observer model in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The bias and dis-

crimination threshold roughly correspond to the first-order and the second-order

statistics of the response distribution. A more powerful test of the observe model

would be to consider the whole response distribution, which could be measured in

certain estimation tasks (but in general not 2-AFC tasks). This may shed more

light on the loss function that the perceptual system use.
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6.2.3 Adaptation

In Chapter 3, I have proposed a Bayesian observer model which integrates the idea

of Efficient coding and Bayesian decoding. One crucial assumption involved is that

the prior belief is taken to reflect the long-term environmental statistics. This is

a reasonable assumption if the environment is stationary. However, in general this

should only be seen as a first-order approximation. There are scenarios when this

assumption is likely to break down. For example, in typical perceptual adaptation

experiments[80], the stimulus statistics also exhibit fluctuation in short-term time

scale. In this case, it seems that the prior belief for the next stimulus should reflect

such short-term input history as well. In general, it is reasonable to assume that

the stimulus statistics at various time scales together determine the brain’s prior

belief for the next stimulus. However, to figure out precisely how the prior belief

should be predicted from the stimulus history, one would need a mathematically

rigorous formulation and more knowledge about the how these stimulus statistics

fluctuate at various time scales in natural environments.

Once the connection between the stimulus history and the brain’s prior belief

for next stimulus event is established, applying a similar set of ideas presented

in Chapter 3 would give an ideal observer model for behaviors during perceptual

adaptation experiments. Previously, it has largely been a puzzle why perceptual

adaptation would lead to various after-effects, including stimulus-specific change of

discrimination threshold and repulsive perceptual bias [80, 141, 18, 118, 128, 142,
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36]. The framework outline here may provide a normative account of these effects.

At the neural level, it is commonly observed that adaptation lead to various

neural change, including gain change and tuning curve shift (for reviews, see [36,

158]). One interesting future direction would be to examine whether these changes

of the neural responses could be explained by the principle of Efficient coding or

not. Following the results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the square root of the Fisher

information should follow the prior belief in order to be efficient. Allowing for gain

change and tuning curve shift, there are multiple solutions which all leads to the

match between Fisher information and the prior. I speculate that this might provide

a possible explanation for the diversity of the tuning curves changes observed in

different experimental conditions [158]. In this view, the tuning curves as well as

the stochasticity of the neurons change in order to adjust the Fisher information to

match the prior, while whether the shift of individual tuning curve is attractive or

repulsive is less crucial.

6.2.4 Grid cells

In Chapter 5, it is demonstrated that the idea of an efficient representation of space,

i.e. representing space using the minimal number of neurons, quantitatively predicts

the key functional architecture of the rodent grid cell system [86, 11, 164]. This

investigation opens exciting future research directions.

First, it remains unclear how the orientation of the grids should be organized
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and how the optimal grid should change with respect to the change of the shape

of the environment. In the derivation in Chapter 5, it is essentially assumed that

the 2-d environment is a disk. It would be interesting to see how the optimal grid

should be change in a square shape environment. Although the change could be

subtle, it may provide additional tests of the optimality of the grid code. Recent

experimental observations indeed suggest that the grid orientations as well as the

shape of the grids indeed depend on certain aspects of the geometry of the environ-

ment [165, 107]. It thus seems a natural future step to figure out whether the same

principle, which predicts the scaling the grids, could also explain the alignment and

deformation of the grids.

Furthermore, little is known in terms of how general the grid-like representation

is beyond the representation of the animal’s spacial location. In a recent study

performed on monkey [102], it is reported that some neurons in EC exhibit grid

pattern with respect to the visual space. Given these results, it is natural to ask

whether a similar functional architecture as observed in rodent also exists for visual

space. Last but not least, a more fundamental question to yet be asked is that for

what kind of variables we should expect the brain forms a grid-like a representa-

tion. Answers to these questions would be helpful for better understanding of the

designing principles of the neural representation in general.
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